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Sharon in a wig on the set of Fearless Vampire Killers

You will best benefit yourself by keeping an open mind
and forgetting most of what you have learned in the past.
Jay Sebring*

Part 1: the Backstory
Of all the “conspiracy theories” I have run across over the years, amazingly this is not one of them. I searched
the internet for anything on this theory and got nothing, even at Above Top Secret and sites like that. But now
that we know many recent tragedies have been faked in Hollywood fashion, why not go back to previous
decades, to see how long this has been going on?
Before I start, let me say two things. One, we will have to study the crime scene photographs of Sharon Tate,
but I will make it as easy on you as possible. They aren't what you think anyway. I was apprehensive when I
clicked on them for the first time, but I was very surprised. They aren't at all what we have been led to believe.
Even so, I will lead you in slowly, making a strong case that they are fake before you even take a look [If you
want to skip ahead, go to p. 46]. By the time we get there, you will already be pretty sure they aren't what they
are supposed to be, and you won't be afraid to look at them. Two, I will also prepare your mind and eyes by
making it clear why the murders needed to be faked. It will be much easier for a reader to understand how they
were faked once he or she understands why they were faked.
It turns out that with this manufactured tragedy—as with all others—you have been getting disinformation from
all sides. Only after thoroughly investigating the Tate murders myself was I able to see that all the “dark
theories” were also wrong and probably planted. That is to say, the alternative theories for these major tragedies

also seem to be written by the spooks. They either sidetrack you into Satanism and Crowley and LaVey, for
instance; or they lead you in with a few pieces of true information and proper speculation before they divert you
to the desired belief nonetheless. Mae Brussell was a case of the latter, admitting that the government was up to
no good, but then preventing you from seeing what they were really up to. As alternative as Brussell seemed to
be, she never got to the truth. She always fingered the CIA, which turns out to be true enough, but beyond that
she was always in sea of molasses. This could be because she was a poor researcher or it could be because she
was CIA as well. I currently tend to the second conclusion. If she had been onto anything big, she wouldn't
have been allowed on the radio. The simple fact she was speaking out under her own name means she was
wrong. She was allowed to talk because she was muddying the waters (and still selling the main lines of the
standard story). The CIA loves to have the waters muddied, of course.
For instance, Brussell did an hour-long interview with KLRB in 1971, and she had time to talk about Greece and
the Ohta/Frazier trial and Tex Watson and James Earl Ray and Lee Harvey Oswald, but she doesn't say one word
about Sharon's father Paul Tate. She doesn't say one word about Lookout Mountain. She doesn't say one word
about the faked photos. She doesn't say one word about Operation Gladio or CHAOS. The link here is Italy, not
Greece, as you will see, so her interview looks like more misdirection. Much of what she says is true, and some
of its seems sort of semi-revolutionary, I admit; but most of it isn't to the point. In 1976 she was still saying the
same thing: she hadn't added anything to it in five years.
Curiously, Brussell's 1971 interview starts out with a clue, either conscious or subconscious, I don't know. In
her opening comments, she says,
In order to do that [control people] you disguise certain persons and send them into roles of influence; they become actors
on a stage and they influence our minds in a way that is not real but that affects a reality that will touch us later. [emphasis
mine]
As I will soon show, that is precisely what happened: certain persons were disguised, others were actors, and all
staged an event that was not real but that would be used to control our view of the world for decades. But
despite recognizing that, and stating it outloud, Brussell then went on to ignore it, instead suggesting that what
we saw was the truth. In the very next paragraph she calls the Tate murders a political massacre.
In my opinion, it is shocking that belief in this whole manufactured tragedy has lasted this long. It was so poorly
constructed, so full of holes, and so absurd, that I can't believe anyone believed it to start with. As you will soon
see, the red flags were everywhere. Only the fact that the media was so completely controlled, and that the
public was so gullible, could begin to explain how this was passed off as true. I like to think Hollywood and the
government couldn't pull off such a hoax today, since—given special effects, the internet, and other advances—
people are generally a bit more savvy regarding visuals. We can tell when things look fake, and the new set
builders have to be a little more careful than the old set builders, if they want to fool us. Unfortunately, it would
appear no one has yet gone back to the files to pull this one apart. Although the Sandy Hook hoax fell apart
within a matter of weeks, this Tate hoax has stood for 43 years.
Before we look at the photographic evidence that still exists on the internet, easily available for any researcher
like me (or you), let us look at the history and politics that led up to it. The alleged Tate murders took place on
August 9, 1969. Those living through the events of 1969 didn't have any hindsight on the current politics, but
those of us looking back from the year 2012 do. We don't just see effects, we see causes. From this distance, we
can see patterns they couldn't see back then. To start with, the hippie movement was peaking at that time. The
Monterey Pop Festival had been in the summer of 1967, and Woodstock would happen just one week after the
alleged Tate murders. Note that. The alleged Tate murders were on August 9 and Woodstock would open
August 15. Coincidence? Right now you will say yes, but by the end of this paper you will probably say no.
It is also worth remembering that People's Park at the University of Berkeley, California, opened in April of
1969. Although the primary use of the park was as a makeshift public garden, it was also used for anti-war
speeches and gatherings. Due to the rising success of these speeches, Governor Ronald Reagan in May ordered
the park closed and sent in the National Guard. Over 800 police and guards—given permission by chief of staff
Ed Meese to use whatever force was necessary—attacked about 6,000 unarmed protesters, firing live rounds at
them. One person was killed, one permanently blinded by buckshot, and hundreds injured. Although the
University and the city of Berkeley were now on the side of the protesters, Reagan declared a state of emergency
and sent in 2,700 more National Guards. Many more anti-war protesters were arrested as the city was under a
state of siege by its own government.
Reagan showed no remorse in defending his actions, and he even passed off the killing of the student on that

Bloody Thursday as necessary. On the anniversary of the event in May, 1970, he said, “If it takes a bloodbath,
let's get it over with. No more appeasement.” 1 He was also talking about events the week before, since Bloody
Thursday was just a precursor to the May 4, 1970, Massacre at Kent State University, where 4 unarmed students
were killed and 9 wounded by the Ohio National Guard. Four days later eleven people were bayoneted at the
University of New Mexico by the National Guard. And seven days after that 2 students were killed and 12
injured by police at Jackson State College in Mississippi. These deaths and injuries led to a nationwide strike of
over 4 million college students, with more than 900 colleges closing.
Reagan wasn't the only one crying “no appeasement.” In a televised speech that month, Nixon blamed the
deaths and woundings on the students. In private he said the students were pawns of foreign communists, and he
set into motion an accelerated in filtration of college campuses, via the Huston Plan. Wikipedia will tell you
Hoover vetoed the Huston Plan, but no one believes that. Now declassi fied documents prove the FBI and CIA
were busy countering all anti-war groups, on campus and off, and they still are. Wikipedia even admits that on
the Huston Plan page, where it says that although the Plan was “revoked,” many of its provisions were
implemented anyway. In hindsight, it looks like the only provision not implemented was the creation of
concentration camps for protesters.
As you study the alleged bloodbath that was the Tate murders, remember that quote of Reagan above. Also
remember that the alleged murders took place in Los Angeles, California, not only the home of Hollywood and
Reagan, but also one of the hippie capitals of the nation and a center for anti-war sentiment. Also remember
that Reagan was an actor.

The History
Richard Nixon was President in 1969, having won the election of 1968 over Hubert Humphrey by only a half
million votes out of 73 million cast. He won by .7%. But since Humphrey was part of the democratic party
platform in support of the Vietnam war, neither party was against it. This is why there were riots against both
parties' conventions in 1968. As now, the entire country was against the war, but both parties were nonetheless
for it. The press, being run by the CIA, was of course for the war, so what the people thought didn't really matter
(then as now). The press wasn't there to follow opinion, but to create it. Nixon and Humphrey had seen what
had happened to [Republican contender] George Romney—Mitt Romney's dad—when he came out against the
war. The press had cruci fied him. After that, all of the candidates kept quiet about the war, although it was topic
number one in 1968, or should have been.
Nixon took of fice in January of 1969. Hoover was head of the FBI then, as he had been since its founding in
1935. Both Nixon and Hoover hated the hippies with a passion and wished to destroy them. This is now part of
the public record, and we know it from many declassi fied documents. Mainly this was due to the anti-war stance
of the new generation. War was a big business and the hippies couldn't be allowed to get in the way of it. It is
known that the FBI created an entire mission around in filtrating and discrediting the anti-war movement. See
COINTELPRO, which is not a conspiracy theory. It is declassi fied, is common knowledge, and you can even
read about it at Wikipedia by taking that last link. It ran in the 1960s, peaking in the late 60s and ending in 1971
(we are falsely assured). The FBI was not just spying under COINTELPRO. Its stated goal, according to
Hoover, was “to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize” any anti-war group, including
hippies, socialists, the civil right movement, the NAACP, AIM, the National Lawyers Guild, and even Albert
Einstein (in the lead-up to COINTELPRO).
The CIA had its own version of COINTELPRO, called CHAOS. Again, this is not a conspiracy theory, it is now
admitted by the CIA. It is known that CHAOS was started by Johnson in 1967 and then expanded by Nixon in
1969. It was directed by Richard Helms and run by the notorious James Jesus Angleton. Nixon also linked
COINTELPRO and CHAOS. It went into its tightest security mode in July of 1969, the month before the Tate
murders. The fake War on Drugs was used for the same purpose at the same time. 20 Seymour Hersh “blew the
whistle” on CHAOS in a 1974 New York Times article. Since the NYT is controlled by the CIA, we must assume
this was mainly damage control: the admission of lesser crimes to cover larger ones. One of the larger ones
remaining hidden until now is the control of the Tate murders. If Hersh really knew anything about CHAOS, he
would have known of its premier operation, successful beyond all imagining. But Hersh's articles never once
mention the Tate murders. This is why I say his articles were misdirection. They hinted at many things, but
gave you nothing concrete. The hints all pushed you toward smaller things, which acted as further cover for the
big things like the Tate operation.
But let us back up. Note the quote from Hoover above: “Misdirect, discredit or otherwise neutralize.” Why

have so few ever asked if the alleged Tate murders might have been just another instance of discrediting the
hippies, and thereby the anti-war protesters? As we look back, we can see that no other event so discredited and
neutralized the hippie movement as the Tate murders. Due to the awful press Charles Manson and his followers
gave to the hippies, the movement was dead by early 1970. The entire anti-war movement was dealt a crushing
blow by the Tate murders, since the press used it to marginalize not only the hippies, but all protesters and
“malcontents.” This was a well-bought success for the government, since they were able to spin the Vietnam
war out for five more years, spending countless billions more and enriching the already rich via Pentagon
contracts. The Vietnam war didn't end until 8 months after Nixon's resignation in 1974. What day did Nixon
resign? August 9, 1974, exactly five years to the day after the alleged Tate murders.7
Famous author Joan Didion wrote, “Many people I know in Los Angeles believe the 60s ended abruptly on
August 9, 1969; ended at the exact moment when word of the murders traveled like brush fire through the
community.”1 This would apply not only to Los Angeles, but to the entire United States. Given that the Tate
murders did end the 60s and the hippie movement, we should ask if the Tate murders were intended to end the
hippie movement. It seems very convenient for Nixon, Reagan, Hoover and the Pentagon that the perfect crime
should happen at the perfect time. It seems very convenient that the first so-called “cult killings” known in
Modern culture should occur as if on cue from the CIA, just in time to stop the rising peace movement. What a
coincidence that the hippies would choose to go insane at just that moment, six days before Woodstock,
murdering a beautiful blonde female (the perfect victim in any tragedy—see the fake Jessica Lynch rescue for a
later example), still pregnant with a child (the other perfect victim). What a coincidence that they should write
anti-government slogans on the wall, like “Death to Pigs”. What a coincidence that their leader should be the
perfect patsy—a serial jailbird who had asked to be sent back to jail. That's right. Manson didn't want to be
released from jail in 1967. Tom Snyder even admitted that on TV in 1981. How convenient that the government
set up someone who wanted to be set up, sending a man back to jail for life who wanted to go back to jail. Let
me put it this way: if the FBI were looking for someone to be a patsy, they could not have found someone better
than Manson. He had a wild-eyed look, played the guitar and sang like the hippies, wore his hair long, was a
lifetime criminal, and wanted to go back to jail. How convenient. What we will see is that Manson was actually
working for the FBI and CIA all along. He wasn't set up. He was another actor, a willing patsy, playing the part
he had been hired to play. He was actually the most brilliant actor of all of them, and still is.

The Actors
A few readers will say I am just following Mae Brussell's script so far, and Brussell did touch on some of these
points above. But this is where I jet past her. I say that Manson was just one more actor, because all the top
parts were played by actors. We already know that. Sharon Tate was an actor. Her career started in 1965 with
the movie Eye of the Devil, a movie about devil worship and sacri ficial murders, where Sharon plays a witch.
More recently she had played a vampire in the Fearless Vampire Killers; then she played a slut in the Valley of
the Dolls, one who has an abortion, becomes a soft-core porn actress and then kills herself with downers; then
she had a bit part in Rosemary's Baby. Curious how all these films have to do with babies, blood, and death. In
the Manson murders, she was just continuing a trend. You might say she was typecast. The same can be said
for Roman Polanski.☼ He was the director of Fearless Vampire Killers and Rosemary's Baby, and he was one of
the leads in the former, becoming a vampire at the end. If the FBI had been looking for someone to direct a
Satanic slasher film, they could not have found a more perfect candidate. Does no one but me find that to be a
big red flag? The murder takes place in the home of a director of Satanic murder films 3, and actors are
murdered? No one thought that was suspicious?
In 1963, Polanski directed an episode for a Dutch movie entitled. . . The Best Swindles in the World. As you
will see, the alleged Tate murders rank very high in that category.
Jay Sebring—one of the other alleged victims—was also an actor. He was better known for his hair salons for
men, but in 1969 he was an actor. He had a part in a Batman episode that year. He had been in the underground
film Mondo Hollywood. He was also a friend of producer Bill Dozier, and they together started the career of
Bruce Lee, who was an actor. Sebring had been in the navy for four years, according to his bio. This fact may
be important in what we are about to discover, since Sebring's military contacts were about to come in useful to
him. It is also possible he was still working for naval intelligence ONI in 1969† though I don't believe anyone
before me has suggested that. Also curious that Sebring's business did not fail with his alleged death, despite the
fact that he had not sold it or made any plans for its continuation. There is absolutely no information about this

on the internet, with the encyclopedia entries on Sebring International being nothing but stubs (see below for
more on this). Among the famous salon clients of Sebring were Frank Sinatra and Jim Morrison. We will see
more of Morrison below.

That is supposed to be Sebring's next of kin, his nephew Anthony DiMaria. Looks a lot like an actor, doesn't he?
That's because he is. Look him up at IMDB. He has no age posted on the internet and his acting career didn't
start until the 1990s. He also didn't get involved with the parole hearings until the 1990s, which is strange. In a
well-known blog at Tatelabianca.blogspot.com, we find this 2006 post from “Colonel Scott”:
I met Jay's nephew one afternoon 18 years ago at the USC special collection library. He did not even know the details of his
uncle's murder. I had to turn him on to the HelterSkelter novel, because that was all I knew at the time. Now, he remains the
ONLY next of kin on the Sebring side to EVER attend a parole hearing. And even then he only did DECADES after the
murder.
Curious. More actors involved. They don't seem to be trying very hard to create a believable story. But they
are continuing to scrub a lot of things, such as the Sebring documentary DiMaria did only a few years ago
(2009). Although Dennis Hopper was in it, and DiMaria is listed as the director, it isn't on Hopper's IMDB page
or DiMaria's.

At IMDB that photo is tagged, “Anthony DiMaria and Dennis Hopper while filming 'Sebring'”. But there is no
listing for that documentary at IMDB, and no listing on DiMaria's page. I assume the documentary was created
as propaganda, but it must have been very unsuccessful propaganda, perhaps even divulging some real
information. The spooks had to scrub it as soon as it hit the world.
Speaking of Hopper, he is the one who spoke out to the Los Angeles Times back in 1969, saying,

They [at the Tate house] had fallen into sadism and masochism and bestiality—and they recorded it all on videotape, too.
The L.A. police told me this. I know that three days before they were killed twenty-five people were invited to that house for a
mass-whipping of a dealer from Sunset Strip who’d given them bad dope.
That is clearly planted information, or disinformation. Notice that Hopper even admits the information was
planted on him by the LA police. Was Hopper the mouthpiece of the LA police, and if so, why? Can't the
police do their own press conferences? This is your red flag for Hopper in this paper. That and the fact that
Hopper admits his father was in Intelligence. Like father like son.
But back to the claims of Satanic activity. This is a common ploy used by the CIA and FBI, to lead investigators
into dark alleys. Long ago I learned that anytime I am being led into Satanism, Crowley, LaVey, and similar
channels, I should know that the CIA is trying to divert me. It isn't Satanists that are running these events, it is
most often military intelligence.
But the black agencies use Satanism to cover their tracks. For most
researchers, Satanism is a sexier road than the road to G-men, and they willingly take it. Rule number one in
researching false flag events: ignore all links that lead to Satanism. Those are sucker links, put there on purpose
by the CIA writers. As one example, let us dispense with the “Satanic” Process Church without further ado.
The only thing you need to know about the Process Church is that in 1966 the leaders of the cult, the
DeGrimstons, secured a large property on the Yucatan peninsula. Guess where? Mérida. In 1970, that wasn't
the red flag it now is. It is now known that Mérida is the CIA's home away from home, sort of a Mexican
Langley. Newer books on Manson or the Process Church now scrub that reference, telling you the hangout of
the DeGrimstons was the scarier sounding town of Xtul. But Xtul wasn't and isn't a town. It is just a makeshift
CIA ranch on the outskirts of Mérida.
As proof of that, I send you to documents leaked by Edward Snowden and Glenn Greenwald, concerning
psychology gambits used by secret government agencies to control and steer opinion on the internet. One of the
documents they leaked was this one:

Notice how it says near the top “magic.” It is in the category “anthropology,” and that category also includes
“deception.” It is near the categories of “psychology” and “in fluence.” This is not the magic of the ancient
wizards or even of The Golden Bough. This is modern magic of the rabbit-in-a-hat sort. It is deception with no
spiritual component. It is like a mystery in which the real perpetrator has been hidden from you permanently.
We know from Operation Gladio that all the European secret services are linked to the US secret service, and
they often work together. The Process Church came out of Mayfair, London, so we may assume it is MI6. The
MI6 has been using the Crowley/Satanism cover since the 1890s. The fake DeGrimstons are just actors from the
theatrical division of MI6. Whenever the secret services need to create cover, they send in people like this.
They work all over the world, and one secret service is happy to borrow actors/agents from another secret
service.

But back to Jay Sebring. There's some more very important information in that post. Jay Sebring, president of a
record company. The poster doesn't tell us what paper that is from, so we can't con firm it. He only says it is
from 1965. Looks like Terry Melcher wasn't the only one in the recording business. The web of contacts
Sebring actually had is beginning to get fleshed out, and we can only ask why this fact has been scrubbed from
the web and the rest of the world. A lot of people don't want you to know anything about Jay Sebring, except
that he cut hair. If Sebring were just a hairstylist, why would his bio need to be scrubbed?
Wojciech Frykowski—another alleged victim—was “educated exclusively at the film school in Poland.” He had
a part in Polanski's early film Mammals, which he also financed and produced. His younger brother Jerzy
"Jerry" Frykowski is a movie production manager well-known in Europe. Frykowski's son Bartlomiej also
became a cinematographer. Frykowski was hoping Polanski would get him a job in the movie industry in Los
Angeles, which we will see he did, in a way. You will learn much more about Frykowski below.
Abigail Folger—another alleged victim—wasn't an actress, as far as I know, but as an heiress in the Folger's
coffee family she was connected to top political people, including the Kennedys. She had worked on Robert
Kennedy's campaign in 1968, and, as you will remember, he was also killed in very mysterious circumstances.
His death was filmed, the wounds and gunshots never matched, the photos were faked, the “murderer” was a
patsy, and we saw no body. His father Joseph Kennedy owned RKO studios before the war, so he was also in
the business. Joseph wasn't just a director or producer, he was a studio owner and manager. These people were
always producing some event, and it wasn't always on a stage in Hollywood. Another “coincidence”: Bobby
Kennedy had dinner at a Malibu beach house on June 5, 1968, before being driven to the Ambassador Hotel,
where he was allegedly shot and killed. Sharon Tate and Roman Polanski were also present at that dinner party
in Malibu. Hopefully, you may understand by the end of this paper why and how that wasn't a coincidence.
When Manson lived in San Francisco, Abigail Folger loaned $10,000 to the Straight Theater at Haight and Cole
Streets. Note that: theater. Folger was involved with actors and giving them money. Manson then lived on
Cole Street, on the same block as the Process Church. Fast forward to LA, where Manson and Folger met at the
house of Cass Elliot.2 Some have said that Folger loaned money to Manson, and if these things are true, Folger
looks like one of the private funders of the entire operation. Folger is also said to have given money to Timothy
Leary, the underground film-maker Kenneth Anger, and the Himalayan Academy (which was located not far
from the Esalen Institute—see below for more on Esalen).

Paul Tate
All that is suggestive, but the biggest red flag in this whole charade is that Sharon's father Paul Tate was a
colonel in army intelligence.† That rank is just under general. They don't tell us exactly in what capacity he
served, of course, but they do admit he served for 23 years, (supposedly) ending in 1969. So he started in 1946.
Interestingly, that is when army intelligence was split into various departments, including the CIA. Yes, the CIA
started in 1947.
In 1959, the Tates moved to Verona, Italy, where Paul Tate was stationed at Passalacqua, the headquarters for
SETAF (Southern European Task Force). This links him to Operation Gladio. General Maletti—commander of
Italian military intelligence at the time of the Tate murders—later testi fied in court that the CIA had been
involved in many false flag operations in Italy and Europe, including murders and bombings, “for the purpose of
creating an Italian nationalism that was capable of halting what it saw as a slide to the left.” Sound familiar?
Maletti added, “Don't forget that Nixon was in charge and Nixon was a strange man, a very intelligent politician
but a man of rather unorthodox initiatives.” Nixon was in charge in 1969, but Operation Gladio had been
instituted by Allen Dulles much earlier, and it was financed in large part by the US, through the CIA, which
Dulles led under Eisenhower and Kennedy (1953 to late 1961). The Operation kicked into high gear in the late
50's to counter growing “leftist” movements, especially in Italy. We must assume that is why Paul Tate was in
Verona in 1959 with his family. Paul Tate was not just military, he was a colonel in intelligence, which
indicates he was probably involved in Gladio.
One of these Gladio false flags was the Piazza Fontana bombing of 1969, just a few months after the alleged
Tate murders. The bombing was initially attributed to anarchists (violent hippies, you know), but it later came
out in testimony like that of General Maletti that these bombings were really the work of the CIA, in league with
other European intelligence agencies. This indicates that Sharon Tate's own father was capable of organizing
false flag events, and knew others who could help with whatever needed to be done, including faking deaths and
pinning them on leftists. You may think of the Tate murders as just one more Gladio false flag operation against
the left. Yes, the Manson murders were an instance of Gladio moving to the US.
How did that happen, exactly? Well, it happened in 1962 when Paul Tate was transferred from Italy to Fort
MacArthur in San Pedro, just south of Torrance and about 20 miles south of Hollywood. It appears that military
intelligence may have seen some use for Paul Tate's pretty daughter, and they sent the family back to Los
Angeles to put the plan in motion. We assume he was transferred to MacArthur, since that was the base in San
Pedro, but although the Tate family may have lived in San Pedro, Paul Tate was more likely assigned to Lookout
Mountain base in Laurel Canyon about 25 miles away, which was still secret at the time (see below). Either that
or he transferred over there once the operation solidi fied a few years later. During an interview with Merv
Grif fin in 1966, Sharon says that her father was stationed in Vietnam at the time. That is possible, but it is more
likely to be a cover story. At any rate, they would need him back in Los Angeles by 1967 or 1968, to work on
the great Tate event. As soon as Manson was released in 1967, they must have already begun setting the stage.
We have more indication of this from online sources, which admit that Paul Tate dressed up like a hippie after
his daughter's alleged murder, allegedly to try to discover who murdered her. But that fact is commonly passed
over or misread. It should be a huge red flag. We have an admission that military intelligence had a colonel
dressed up as a hippie right after the murders, attempting to in filtrate them. That fact is spun to make us think
that Paul Tate was there in his own capacity, as a private citizen. But if he was really retired at that point and
working as a private citizen, he was breaking the law. Private citizens are not allowed to work in law
enforcement, and after the alleged murders, any involvement in the investigation was considered law
enforcement. Any private investigators have to be licensed. Of course the truth is much worse than that, since
we should make some attempt to read this fact without the spin. Paul Tate wasn't just acting as some sort of
vigilante father. He was doing his job. He wasn't retired. He is said to have died in 2005 at age 82, which
would have made him just 46 in 1969. Colonels don't normally retire at 46, since they are only one promotion
away from brigadier general.† It is far more likely that he didn't start dressing up as a hippie after the murders.
He only got caught dressing up as a hippie after the murders. Someone recognized him, that is, and the CIA had
to come up with a cover story to explain it. But he had probably been undercover for months, as part of the
operation. It is likely he was the one running the whole thing from the hippie side, wearing a beard and tiedyes. How has everyone managed to miss that for 43 years? Some of the things I discovered for this paper, Mae
Brussell could not have been expected to know in the 1970s, but any good researcher at the time should have
seen Paul Tate as the biggest red flag in all of California.
If you don't believe an Intelligence colonel would dress up as a hippie and try to in filtrate the movement, try
reading the book Acid Dreams, where we find this:

It was a typical sixties scene: a group of scruffy, long-haired students stood in a circle passing joints and hash
pipes. The setting could have been Berkeley, Ann Arbor or any other hip campus. But these students were
actually FBI agents, and the school they attended was known as “Hoover University.” Located at Quantico Marine
Base in Virginia, this elite academy specialized in training G-men to penetrate left-wing organizations. To cultivate
the proper counterculture image, they were told not to wash or bathe for several days before infiltrating a group of
radicals. Refresher courses were also held for FBI agents who had successfully immersed themselves in the drug
culture of their respective locales. 19
And it wasn't just FBI, it was also CIA. It wasn't in Virginia for no reason. Langley was just up the road. Nor is
the book Acid Dreams some fringe publication. Look it up on Wikipedia, where you will see it is a respected
book widely referenced by the mainstream. The government has long admitted it did these things.
Actually, we know Paul Tate wasn't retired on August 9. We are told he resigned two weeks before his
scheduled retirement, but both the resignation and scheduled retirement were after the murders. He resigned
because of the murder of his daughter, we are told. This by itself is a red flag, since the odds of Paul Tate's
retirement being scheduled two weeks after August 9 are extremely low. In fact, they are zero, since colonels
are not scheduled to retire at age 46. They may take early retirement, but it isn't “scheduled.” This wording is
suspicious, and we must assume it used only to make a reader think his retirement had already been planned.
But if it had been planned, why would he need to resign two weeks early? There is no need to “resign” in such a
circumstance, since, given the murder of his daughter, his superiors would no doubt give him leave for those two
remaining weeks. Again, we are being told he resigned two weeks early to give the impression he was not
military intelligence when he was dressed up as a hippie. They are trying to divert you from the realization that
in any case we have a military intelligence colonel dressed up as a hippie roaming the streets of LA. Whether he
is on leave or resigned or soon to retire is not to the point: he is the same person no matter what. He is a gigantic
red flag no matter what.
You may want to search Wikipedia for Paul Tate. He isn't there, although Sharon's mother Doris is there. On
Doris' page, there is no mention of Paul in the text. Bios normally mention spouses. Sharon's page mentions
him, but of course there is no link to him, since he has no page.
For more strange links, take a look at this:

This young man Wayne Mall, who dated Sharon's sister Debra, had a motorcycle accident in November, 1970,

just one year after the murders. But what is interesting is what we learn about Paul Tate. In 1971, Tate was
opening Tate Gallery for Men's Hair Design in Rolling Hills. What? Rolling Hills is just west of San Pedro,
near Long Beach. It is also just north of the old military base Fort MacArthur. So we have a clear link between
Paul Tate and Jay Sebring. How long had Paul Tate been interested in hair design? Or, more to the point, how
long had the CIA been involved in hair design for men? Was Tate's new salon going to be a cover for
intelligence, and if so, had Sebring's salon been a cover for intelligence all along? This gives us more indication
that Sebring was involved in naval intelligence. In this paper, you will see that Sebring, Paul Tate, Susan Atkins,
and Charles Watson all had ties to hair salons.

Here's some more interesting photo evidence: pictures of Paul Tate.

Paul Tate, master of disguise. See how he shaved his head and beard for the funeral, in pic 6? Remember, he
had been disguised with long hair and a beard after the murders, looking for the killers. But at the funeral, all
that is gone. He wants to look as different as possible: not to fool the non-existent killers, but to fool you, any
real hippies he may be framing, and any future clients of his hair salon. I included pic 4 just for fun. What's
going on there, exactly? Is there anything these guys don't film?
Take note of the fifth picture, of Paul Tate in navy uniform. So he would originally have been navy intelligence,
not army intelligence. Why does that matter? Because Jay Sebring was also navy. This gives us another link
between Paul Tate and Jay Sebring. They may have both come into intelligence from navy.
There is another thing linking Paul Tate, Jay Sebring, Roman Polanski, and Charles Manson. They were all very
short men. While watching the NBC film of the funeral, I noticed that Paul Tate was only about 5'5”. Jay
Sebring was also around 5'5”. Roman Polanski is even shorter, being about 5'3”. Charles Manson is also about
5'3”. Why would this matter, and what could it indicate? Well, if Paul Tate was in control of this operation, he
may have recruited people that were also short. No one likes to give orders to someone towering over him. I
suspect one of the qualities they liked best about Manson is that he was extremely short.

This made it slightly more dif ficult to build him up into a scary monster, but they easily got around it. I asked
some people recently how tall they thought Manson was, and they all said about six feet. It is amazing what you
can do with the press.

Paul Tate used the press to promote Sharon from early on as well. She appeared on the cover of Stars and
Stripes magazine in the early 60s, astride a US Army missile. Do you imagine her father didn't know anything
about it? Stars and Stripes is the military's own magazine, and it operates from inside the Pentagon. We are told
he disapproved, but this is unlikely.

The Set
For more proof this was all a movie, we can ask, Where did the “Manson family” live? The SPAHN'S MOVIE
RANCH!
Wikipedia tells us it was “used for filming generally Western-themed movies and television
programs. With mountainous terrain, boulder-strewn scenery, and an 'old Western town' set, Spahn Ranch was a
versatile filming site for many scripts.” Hmmm. That's curious, wouldn't you say? The perpetrators were living
on a movie set. We are told that Mr. Spahn allowed the Manson family to move in rent-free in 1968. So nice of
him. Then as now, old ranchers just love young hippies to hang around, smoking dope, shagging each other, and
creating big piles of trash. Also convenient for the government is that all the buildings and sets were destroyed
by a fire in 1970, preventing anyone from doing any forensic work there. I would say the best guess is the CIA
was paying Spahn to set up their patsies there.
As evidence for that, we find that in April of 1969, one of the lesser and younger (age 15) Manson girls,
RuthAnn Morehouse, was arrested and placed in juvenile hall. She was released into the custody of George
Spahn, who acted as a foster parent in the eyes of the court. What? RuthAnn's father Dean was not dead, and
Spahn was no relation. Nor was he fit to be a foster parent, being in his 80s and legally blind. He was not fit to
be a foster parent, but he was fit (we suppose) to be her handler. Someone simply arranged for her to be returned
to the set, since she was one of the props. Ed Sanders implies that this was a measure of the power Manson had,
but Manson had no power in juvenile courts. The only bodies that have any power over juvenile courts are
federal agencies—either FBI or CIA or DIA. Everything to do with the Spahn Ranch stinks of a big federal
operation.
By this time, the ranch had turned into a huge magnet for runaways and juvenile delinquents from all over the
state, and the mainstream story admits that the LA police were well aware of it. And yet we are supposed to
believe nothing was done? Reagan sends in the National Guard to bust up college students making speeches and
planting trees, but he and the LA police and the state police leave a huge hippie commune in the LA suburbs
alone, even while it is allegedly making porn films, acting as a nudist retreat, harboring underage girls, selling
drugs, kidnapping schoolgirls, stealing cars, running motorcycle and dune buggy races, threatening neighbors,
storing weapons, giving loud all-night parties, fraternizing with biker gangs and Satanists, and so on? We are
expected to believe that all these local agencies are going to not only turn a blind eye to the Spahn Ranch, but
return an arrested 15-year-old girl to the premises, in the care of Mr. Magoo. . . I mean George Spahn?
Another curious thing about the Spahn Ranch is that the Transcontinental Development Corporation was buying
up property all around the Ranch and wanted the Spahn Ranch as well. But rather than sell the otherwise
worthless property—which we are led to believe was subsisting on pony rides—Spahn preferred to keep the
place as-is, a rent-free haven for ex-cons, junkies, and titty dancers. Spahn's refusal to sell can only be explained

once we realize he was getting extremely well paid by the feds to keep the place as a movie set, actors and
agents haunt, and center of operations for Project CHAOS.
At any rate, we have already seen that the Manson family is known to have lived on a movie set. The crime
scene was the home of a movie director famous for Satanic slasher movies. The prime victim was an actress. At
least two secondary victims were actors. The lead victim's father was a colonel in military intelligence. But no
one ever thought to ask if this was a movie paid for by the government? How dif ficult is that question to ask?
Why did Mae Brussell never get to it? Why is it not to be found in 43 years and millions of pages of research by
tens of thousands of people?

Part 2: the Trial
Before we get to other explosive evidence, let's take a quick look at the trial of Manson. I can't get into in detail
here—that would take a book. But everyone who has studied the trial knows it was a sham. In the UCLA video
archives, you can find footage where Vincent Bugliosi bragged that it was the longest and most expensive trial in
history, and that record probably still stands. He also tells us it received more publicity than any other trial in
American history, and even when competing with trials like the Scopes Monkey trial and the O.J. Simpson trial,
we assume he is correct. As for the publicity, you should ask yourself why the trial was such a media circus.
No other trial even comes close as a matter of theatrics. All the major parts seemed to have been filled by a
casting director seeking the most beautiful, expressive, or otherwise memorable faces and personalities. You
should ask yourself what the odds are that all these people in the same trial would be so photogenic. Don't ugly
girls in California get arrested for “cult” murders? No? Only the beautiful ones?

Some will say, “Well, Kasabian and Van Houten, maybe. But Susan Atkins beautiful? She was a crazy dog!”
Oh really?

That was Atkins at 27. They made her look bad in some old photos, but you can make anyone look bad. You
could make Nicole Kidman look bad. You can't make just anyone look that good. I would say she cleaned up

pretty well. So again, I ask you what are the odds of bringing together a random group of runaway kids, and a
majority of them look like movie stars? Some will say, “Well, this was Hollywood. Hollywood draws gorgeous
people.” Yes, but these kids weren't auditioning for a movie—at least not in the standard story. And a lot of
them were supposedly picked up in San Francisco. They should be just an average bunch of kids, on the basis
of looks. I shouldn't have to remind you, but your average person just isn't that good looking. In an average
group of twenty people, you are lucky to find one person this attractive, male or female. That is just the way it
is. And we have more:

That's Nancy Pitman, Rachel Morse, and Sandra Good, three more beauties arrested or pro filed as Manson's
girls. Nancy Pitman looks like Helen Slater (Supergirl, 1984). And Morse looks like Mariel Hemingway.
These girls look less like Charlie's girls and more like Charlie's Angels.
The same could be said on the male side. Bobby Beausoleil looked a lot like Robert Downey, Jr.

Charles Watson was tall, dark and handsome:

How about Paul Watkins?

A very pretty boy, in the mold of a Johnny Depp or Davy Jones. Even Barbara Hoyt was attractive in 1969:

Take away the granny glasses and she is nearly as pretty as her very pretty friends. That is supposed to be her
mugshot. But we have a lot of problems. Why did they scratch out the bottom inch of the photo? Because she
is wearing a different blouse in the side photo than in the first photo. Look how the collar comes further up her
neck in the second photo, and how the blouse is dark beneath the collar. Even without the difference in the
blouse and collar, we can tell the photos weren't taken at the same time. The hair doesn't match. Look at the
loose hair on the sides. In the first photo, her hair is quite loose around the ears, with many large strands hanging

down. In the second photo, her hair is tighter, with only two small strands on her visible side. But the biggest
difference is in the overall size of her head. Does turning to the side make your head 10% larger? Get out your
ruler and your calculator.
But it gets stranger. Check out this suppressed photo of the famous three:

Tell me that doesn't look like a scene from a play. What actors' trunk did they pull those dresses from? They
don't look like witches, hippies, or anything else. They look like a CIA director's idea of “mod young girls.”
Van Houten looks like she was dressed from the wardrobe of Star Trek. Even the police woman's wig looks like
it came from an actors' trunk. Does that look like a real police woman's uniform? Look at the waist! Do you
think police women had coats with cinched waists in the 1960s? Her waist not only looks like it is about 24”,
the coat is cut to match it. Show me one real police woman who was ever dressed in a coat like that and I will
give you a commendation. That isn't city issue. That is Hollywood issue.
But can you tell me why that photo above has been suppressed? More continuity problems:

Same day, same dresses, same hallway. That's where they're singing, remember? But before I show you the
continuity problem, look at that police woman. Wow. She's even better looking than Van Houten (who is in
blue-green). Actually, they look almost like sisters, with those long, gorgeous necks. Do you really think they
were hiring police women right off the set of Bewitched? Is that Serena? C'mon. Who would believe this? But
the continuity problem is with the badge. This police woman is wearing her badge on the right breast. The
police woman above, with the blonde wig, is wearing her badge on the left breast. If you think one of the
photos is reversed, you are wrong. We can see the second police woman in the first picture as well, and we can
see the badge on her right breast. This is a major problem, because the position of the badge is set by policy.

They don't let you just slap the badge on anywhere you like. Police badges are worn above the left chest pocket.

The Script
Bugliosi admitted that “the six killers turned out to be so incredibly far-out and unusual in their lifestyles and
philosophies, that when their identities became known they actually upstaged the victims.” Considering that the
victims in the Tate house were jet-setting actresses and stylists, this must be seen as fairly incredible. Looking
back, we can say with little fear of contradiction that the Manson family actors overplayed their parts by a wide
margin, and that the stage direction became more and more fantastical as the play progressed. By the end, all
semblance of reality had been left far behind, and only the fact that the television audience in the 1960s was still
in its infancy, and thereby utterly credulous and naïve, can explain the success of the script.
Now go to minute 23:00 (TCR 1:00:00) of the linked video. Bugliosi is telling the reporter that the Tate murders
are the “most bizarre, savage, nightmarish murders in the recorded annals of time,” and that Linda Kasabian,
while testifying, “was filled with emotion describing the first night of horror.” Unfortunately, we see film of
Kasabian walking the hall afterwards in her Little House on the Prairie dress, and she is smiling and grinning.
The cameraman is grinning back at her. Is that the emotion Bugliosi is talking about? Watch Bugliosi, too: he
is obviously reading from a script. This was before Teleprompters, you know. Bugliosi is looking down at a
script posted low and in front of him, out of shot. Not only do we get the “bizarre, savage, nightmarish
murders,” we get the “horrible, horrendous screams.” So poetic. The questions are also planted as well, since
Bugliosi doesn't even have to scan down the script to find an answer. The question is also on the script, and the
journalists hit their cues like the pros they are.
I also send you to minute 1:21 of the linked video, where Barbara Hoyt is giving testimony to reporters in the
hallway outside of the courtroom. Hoyt is not the smartest person in the world, but even she knows better than
that. She says, “I don't know if I should,” and looks around. Apparently her handlers assure her, and she tells
her story about overhearing Atkins. The tape is cut, so some will say she didn't tell anything, but after the cut,
the reporter admits that she just told one minute's worth of story. We know because he tells Hoyt that there are
known to be five minutes' worth of conversation in Atkins' dialogue, but Hoyt has only told the reporters one
minute's worth. The reporter wants the full five minutes. In the real world, Hoyt's blabbing for a full minute
would cause a mistrial, but not here. I'm just surprised they didn't bring the girls into the newsroom and have
them give their testimony direct to the public on air. That would have simpli fied the process considerably. The
reporter here is really funny. He says, “We just want you to tell us what happened for the record.” For what
record? Last time I checked, the “record” was kept in the courtroom, not out in the hall.
We have looked at the fake publicity, now let's look at the cost. This was the most expensive trial in history, but
it was only half a trial. There was a prosecution but no defense, so all the cost was on the side of the
prosecution. The defense rested without calling a single witness. Manson's lawyers declined to cross examine
most witnesses for the prosecution, and Manson was prevented by the judge from cross examining them himself
—although he had asked to represent himself. Compare that to the O.J. Simpson trial, where most of the cost
was on the side of the defense. Simpson hired several of the most expensive defense attorneys in the country,
including Alan Dershowitz, F. Lee Bailey, and Robert Shapiro. Simpson spent something like 6 million on his
team of eight lawyers. But Manson wasn't allowed to make any defense, either through his inept lawyers or by
his own testimony. Manson's first attorney was Ronald Hughes, and the Manson trial was Hughes' very first
time in a courtroom. He had been an attorney for less than a year. Hughes disappeared during the trial and was
later “found dead,” and we can assume that is because he wanted to actually do his job, or because he stumbled
upon the evidence I will give you below. Either that or it was just one more fake death in the script, put there to
further demonize the hippies. The mainstream floated the idea that the Manson family got him, but why would
the Manson family get Hughes, one of the only people on their side? We know Hughes complained loudly to the
judge when Van Houten wasn't allowed to give testimony that Manson had nothing to do with the murders. If
Hughes was really killed, the prosecution had much more motive.
Although this was the most publicized event in the history of the US legal system, no change of venue outside of
Los Angeles was granted. No continuance was granted. Despite that, the prosecuting attorney was allowed to
enter exhibits into evidence consisting of magazine and newspaper articles, including LIFE magazine. These
articles had titles such as “The Manson Family Murders.” Notice that is not the alleged Manson family
murders. The judge was allowing exhibits that had already decided the guilt of the accused!
There was no real evidence against Manson, and the prosecution even admitted he wasn't at the murder scene
and didn't take part in it. He was convicted of masterminding it, not committing it. He was convicted solely on
the basis of testimony of his fellow alleged perpetrators, who turned on him under duress from the State. This

testimony came from a group of young girls who had done so many drugs they could barely speak. It was
admitted that the main witnesses for the prosecution had taken as many as 300 acid trips in their short lives, so
their brains were basically fried. The lead witness was Linda Kasabian, who also didn't take part in the actual
murders, but was nonetheless charged with seven counts of murder in order to scare her. She was given
immunity for her testimony. Another main witness was Susan Atkins, who was given immunity from the death
penalty for testimony against Manson, which she initially gave. However, Atkins sobered up for a moment later
on and repudiated all that testimony. Kasabian revealed clear signs of coaching during the trial, and was
obviously just repeating a story given to her by the State.
Then there is the matter of the 25 unidenti fied fingerprints at the Tate house. In any real investigation, that
would be impossible. Given the length of the investigation and all the people that were questioned (all those
who had been at parties at the house in the past couple of years, for instance), it is inconceivable that that many
fingerprints would go unassigned. It is unfortunate for the controllers of this story that they let the police admit
to all those fingerprints, since they are a clear sign that the scene was not closed to the people we are told were in
it. It is a clear sign of the presence of the invisible CIA or FBI crew that was there setting up and filming these
fake murders. Some of the Manson family attorneys touch on this point, but of course they don't go where I go.
They point out the very high number of fingerprints and the fact that this must leave the matter of perpetrators
wide open (especially in the trial of Krenwinkel), but they appear to have never stumbled on the correct reading
of the scene—which would have allowed them to point to the likely owners of those fingerprints.
To top it all off, President Nixon declared Manson guilty while the trial was still in session.

The jury saw that headline when Manson held up that paper in court. Still, no mistrial. The judge only asked the
jurors if they had been in fluenced by the headline. They said they hadn't been in fluenced. I guess Jesus Christ
could have appeared in court in a burning bush, saying Manson was guilty, and still no mistrial. Each and every
juror could have appeared on the Merv Grif fin show and recited testimony, telling Merv how they felt about it.
But as long as they swore to the judge that they felt pure afterwards, no mistrial.
With that headline in mind, remember what I told you before: the judge allowed magazine articles from LIFE
and other places to be entered as evidence, even though those articles had pre-judged Manson and the other
defendants based on hearsay. So why was this Nixon headline such a big deal? To be consistent, the judge
should have just taken the newspaper out of Manson's hand and entered it as “evidence.”
To see other ways the trials of Atkins and Manson were a joke, you may read an article from September 7, 1970,
which admits that two attorneys for the defense had spent many nights in jail for contempt during the trials, and
that a third (Hughes) was so poor he couldn't afford a suit for the trial. He had to borrow a coat from a reporter.
The article admits that the trials, which should have been somber at best, were actually filled with laughter.
Those in the audience could see what a farce the whole thing was.
We see part of this joke when Bugliosi is interviewed at minute 39 of the above video. Bugliosi tells us that
Manson has been denied his writ of habeas corpus because he was not pro per (or pro se) at the time. What that
means is that Manson wasn't allowed to petition the court because he was not representing himself. Bugliosi
tells us that Manson's attorney needed to petition the court, since Manson had no standing. But that is all false,
since anyone can petition a judge for habeas corpus. Every prisoner automatically has standing to file habeas
corpus, and it has nothing to do with whether you are representing yourself or whether you have an attorney. In
English common law, habeas corpus is known as the “great writ,” and it has the force of a court order. It cannot
be overridden or ignored by a judge based on a technicality like pro per. To see Bugliosi standing there telling
us a judge ruled against habeas corpus based on pro per is beyond corrupt. In any other trial, it would be the
most extraordinary sign of corruption one could imagine, but in the Manson trial, it was just one of many.

Remember, a person accused of murder is assigned a public defender if he cannot afford his own attorney. So if
a judge could refuse habeas corpus to everyone who already had an attorney, no one could ever file habeas
corpus. The state could just say, “Hey, we already assigned you an attorney, so you aren't pro se and can't file
habeas corpus. You will say, “Well, in that case you could just get your attorney to file, couldn't you?” Didn't
work for Manson, did it? When his personal writ failed, did they then allow his attorney to file for him?
Apparently not. You get only once chance, according to the great Bugliosi. Once they get you on a technicality,
your attorney is permanently muzzled.
At the end of the trial, Manson was allowed to make a statement, but the jury was removed from the courtroom.
The reason given was to prevent Manson from implicating his co-defendants, and they cited People v. Aranda to
justify this. But this was nonsense of the first order, since Manson's co-defendants had been implicating him for
weeks. His entire conviction was based on testimony by his co-defendants. The trial was a mockery of justice
from the first day. Bugliosi was allowed not only to railroad Manson and the other defendants, but also to
concoct the story for the press. His book Helter Skelter10 has de fined the story ever since, although it is nothing
but fiction. We may assume he was fed the entire story by the CIA.
Amazingly, Bugliosi—in an interview right after the verdict—himself outlines some of the problems in the trial
that could lead to appeals. He mentions the incredible pre-trial publicity—which anyone can see must have
prejudiced all jurors (as it was meant to). He mentions the disappearance of Manson's attorney Hughes. He
mentions Nixon's statement on the front pages. And those are just the tip of the iceberg. But the interesting
question in this context is why a chief prosecuting attorney would publicly give tips to the defense in what to
appeal. Clearly, those in control of these events wished for them to remain in the papers as long as possible.
The prosecution wanted to see appeals, as many as possible. This is unprecedented, but it helps explain Nixon's
remarks. Remember, the remarks of Nixon were not off-the-cuff. Nixon was reading from cue cards at the time.
It was a prepared statement. No one has ever been able to make sense of that. Why would the President wish to
undermine Manson's prosecution, and do so in such an extraordinary manner? Nixon was a lawyer himself. He
knew exactly what he was doing. He knew such a statement showed extraordinary prejudice, that it would be
reported in bold headlines, and that it would impact the trial. Why would he do that? Because he knew the
outcome was predetermined. There was no chance Manson would ultimately win. But Nixon, like Bugliosi,
wished to see as many appeals as possible, in order that the story be kept in the papers and on TV as long as
possible. As it turns out, the case is still on TV and in the papers 43 years later.
The appeals were equally absurd. No trial in history was so monumentally compromised from the first day as
were the original Manson trials. Literally thousands of points of appeal were available to the defense, and
everyone who followed the trials expected the appellate court to either overturn the convictions or return them to
the lower court for a retrial. To con firm the proceedings of the lower court would be to admit on paper that the
US legal system was finished. I think even Bugliosi expected that from the appellate court, and he no doubt
looked forward to grandstanding for another year. But that isn't what happened. I suppose the government
decided it had gotten all the mileage it was going to get out of the story. By that time (1975-76) Nixon was
gone, Hoover was gone, and the Vietnam War was over. The entire appellate decision is at law.justia.com, and I
recommend you study it if you have any interest in the law. That decision may be even more corrupt than the
original decision, since it is a decision not by a jury, but by judges who are supposed to know the law. We
expect lawyers to flout logic and we expect jurors to be ignorant, but seeing such blatant and overt corruption
from appellate judges is more disconcerting than either. As long as judges are honest, lawyers and juries can be
kept in line. But if judges are corrupt, the whole system is finished. And it is, in fact, finished. This appellate
decision reads like the deathknell of English jurisprudence. From then on, the courts—like everything else—
would be controlled by military intelligence.
I will mention only the gravest instance of this corruption. The appellate court admits that chief prosecutor
Bugliosi met in private with Manson several times, without the consent of Manson's counsel Kanarek. The
appellate court admits this is a “grave” violation of Manson's Miranda rights. It admits that it is a violation by
Bugliosi of the Rules of Professional Conduct, even citing the relevant clause: Bus. & Prof. Code, § 6076. But
the appellate court chooses—completely mysteriously and without explanation—to do nothing about either. It
neither overturns the conviction, nor sends it back to the lower court, nor brings Bugliosi up for disciplinary
action.
I mention this instance of corruption in the appellate decision over hundreds of others since it is pertinent in
another way. As you see, it proves my thesis as well, since it gives Bugliosi the opportunity to discuss the script
with Manson. If the entire trial is scripted and controlled, then we would need a way for the two sides to
compare notes and make plans. No play is completely self-propelled: the actors need guidance all along the
way, to prevent mistakes and miscommunication. But during the trial, an actor like Manson might get so

isolated by circumstance that he could not keep up with the important script updates. This is why he needed
private meetings with Bugliosi.

Part 3: the Family
Now, let us study Bugliosi's script a bit more closely. Ask yourself this: do 5 foot 3 ex-con bums like Manson
“have a gift for attracting wayward teen girls”? Do they now? Did they in 1969? No. What attracts young girls
is money and fame, and Manson had (or should have had) neither. What we discover if we study recent history
is that wayward teen girls tend to be attracted to various brainwashing programs run—one way or another—by
the government. And it is not so much that the girls are attracted to such programs as it is that they cannot
escape them. These programs are like a vortex the young and impressionable cannot swim out of.
According to AP reporter Linda Deutsch, who helped to narrate an A&E special called The Manson Girls,
Manson's trick “was that he recruited very young and very impressionable girls at a time in their lives when they
had identity problems and they didn't know where they were going in society.” But that is classic misdirection.
That is a good trick, but it wasn't Manson's trick. It was the trick of the military and the intelligence community,
which, in the Tate event, was recruiting its own children to act in these manufactured tragedies. Since these kids
were their own kids, they were doubly impressionable. They wanted to please their parents. These actors like
Sharon Tate and Lynette Fromme and Susan Atkins weren't the most rebellious of their generation, they were
actually the least rebellious. These were Daddy's little girls, doing their part to keep America safe from commies
and anti-war protesters.

That's the real Manson family. They look really dangerous, don't they? About as dangerous as the Brady Bunch.

While we are looking at Manson, we should remember that Manson was tied to the victims before the murders.
This evidence is usually suppressed, and the standard story is that Manson thought Terry Melcher lived at 10050
Cielo Drive. The murders are therefore sold to us as random. However, there was testimony from Layne
Wooten to seeing Manson in a red Ferrari with a woman in a scarf in Topanga Canyon in July 1969. 2 Manson
was a bum without a job: how could he be driving a Ferrari? Turns out Sharon Tate owned a red Ferrari at that
time. The story has been planted that the red Ferrari was Beach Boy Dennis Wilson's, but that has never been
con firmed. What has been con firmed is that Sharon Tate owned one. It was found in a body shop shortly after
the murders. And it was probably Abigail Folger in the car with Manson. Manson and Folger were linked
through Esalen as well, since both had been there in the past few months. They were also linked via the
Himalayan Foundation (another CIA front), which she gave money to and which he hung around. Folger was
also known to have attended fundraisers set up by her mother to aid the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic in San
Francisco. This was around the same time many of the Manson family women were being “treated” there. So
she was linked not only to Manson but to the girls. This is most likely where the girls were auditioned and
coached for the upcoming Tate movie.
This Haight-Ashbury Clinic turns out to be a giant red flag, since we find both David Smith and Roger Smith
running the place in 1968. David Smith is a high-pro file but dark character with CIA pointers all over him. I

don't have time to do an exposé of him here, but he has links to all sorts of fishy goings-on. You may want to
note that he has no date of birth at Wikipedia, and no life before 1967, when he founded the clinic. We are led to
believe he founded the clinic right out of med school, at age 28. But a now-scrubbed bio had him at age 32
when he founded the clinic.6 It is enough to know that Manson was released from jail on March 21, 1967, and
the clinic was founded on June 7, 1967. Manson left Terminal Island Prison in San Pedro (yes, the same San
Pedro where the Tate family had been living since 1962) and immediately asked permission to move to San
Francisco. He was living in Haight-Ashbury by late April. The summer of 1967 saw both the meteoric rise in
LSD availability on the streets, as well as the introduction of the never-seen-before STP and PCP. HaightAshbury just happened to be the epicenter of both. Why was the formula for STP released by DOW into the
scienti fic community at large, why was this lab drug on the streets for cheap, and why was it released in HaightAshbury in 1967? The same can be asked of PCP. Why was this animal tranquilizer marketed until then by
Parke-Davis suddenly put on the street for cheap, and why was Haight-Ashbury the first place this was done? If
you think the hippies suddenly became lab experts and were brewing these things themselves, you have never
hung out with real hippies. Now declassi fied documents show that there were government drug programs at the
time using the youth of Berkeley as human guinea pigs, and that the supply was coming from government and
university labs. See the resume of Dr. Wayne O. Evans, for instance. For more recent examples, you can see
how crack cocaine was introduced in California in the early 1980s by the CIA, this time targeting blacks and
Hispanics. Just search on Gary Webb, Dark Alliance.
Roger Smith is easier to gloss here, since all you have to know is that he was Manson's parole of ficer in 1967
before “establishing a drug counseling treatment program associated with Haight-Ashbury Clinic in 1968.” 4
Coincidence, right? No, not really. In his book, Ed Sanders calls him Roger Smith on one page, then calls him
Dr. Roger Smith on the very next page. Parole of ficers aren't normally doctors of medicine. What did Roger
Smith do, attend eight years of medical school and do a residency between 1967 and 1968? No. Roger Smith
was Manson's handler, not his parole of ficer. Once Manson was set up in his new role, Roger Smith moved to
the Haight-Ashbury operation, which was nothing more than a CIA front. Curiously, Roger Smith also took in
Manson's baby Pooh Bear as a foster child when the baby's mother Mary Brunner was arrested in Mendocino in
June, 1968. Handlers do that sort of thing. Parole of ficers and doctors don't.
Notice that I am not implying that Manson or anyone else was mind-controlled. The drugs in Haight-Ashbury
were used mainly as a direct weapon against the minds of the hippies, but not as mind-control. All these drugs
are tranquilizers and inhibitors and confusers. The Manchurian Candidate theory is more misdirection, at least in
this case. I am not denying that MKUltra existed, or that it worked on mind-control, but in the case of the
alleged Tate murders and Kennedy murders, the mind-control theories are all on a par with the Satanism
theories. They are sucker links, planted to misdirect you. If these murders are fake, and if most of the main
characters are paid agents, then we don't need anyone to be mind-controlled. This is why the government doesn't
mind seeing conspiracy theories that include mind-control or Satanism: those theories still include real murders
and real corpses, so the desired story is kept intact. You are allowed and encouraged to theorize along those
lines all you want, with Mae Brussell and others. The only theory you are not allowed to pursue is the correct
one: the murders were faked.
Obviously, I am not pursuing this theory because I believe the CIA is above murder. I assume that these
government agencies are prepared to do whatever they need to do to maintain their hegemony, both foreign and
domestic. And, although I didn't fully research every murder connected to the Manson events, it is possible
some people did die in the making of this movie. I am simply following the evidence I found, which indicates
the central Tate murders were faked. I started by realizing that Sharon Tate was never killed, and you will see
that evidence very soon. That led me to the realization that the deaths of Sebring, Frykowski, and Folger were
also faked. This means that the operation was intended to be a simple con, with no dead bodies. But as usual, it
appears to have spun out of control. To maintain the fiction, several other people either had to be killed or—
more likely—relocated. This paper will not follow those other people. I will leave them to others to research.
But back to Haight-Ashbury. It is unlikely that the Folger family was unaware of the status of the HaightAshbury clinic. Abigail's superwealthy mother, Inez Folger, was a volunteer under Roger Smith. It was she
who helped the clinic receive grants from the Bothin Foundation and the Merrill Trust, the latter of which is
found on current lists of CIA fronts. Which means that she was also CIA, or at least a supporter of their antihippie events. I found it interesting that Ed Sanders book The Family is often quoted by conspiracy theorists, but
even their quotes have been partially scrubbed off the internet. The same two-line quote about Abigail Folger
attending a fundraiser for the clinic (that I used above) can be found in many places, but it is a truncated quote. I
read the first edition of The Family and guess who else was there? Paul and Doris Tate. And who else? The
Manson family.4

We have more indication that Manson was being handled from the start, since George Shibley is the one who
visited him right before his release in 1967. Shibley was one of the most high-pro file attorneys in California at
the time. It would be like Alan Dershowitz visiting some pimp and car thief in a New Jersey State prison and
arranging his parole. Why would Shibley meet with Manson pro bono? Manson then missed parole
appointments throughout 1967 and 1968, was arrested for marijuana possession in May, 1968, and for
counterfeited driver's licenses in April, 1968 (the famous Oxnard bust). He was arrested again on June 4, 1969,
for rape. Although any of those things should have landed him back in jail, he always managed to skate. I guess
we are supposed to believe that California state police were impressed by his beard and Jesus bit.
In April of 1969, we are told several arrests were made of Family members. 12 Van Houten, Rowe, and Watson
were all arrested that month, but they, too, managed to skate. The girls were arrested for grand-theft auto and
Watson for drugs, but all were returned the ranch. They were needed for the upcoming highlights reels.
But back to the red Ferrari: even if the car had belonged to Dennis Wilson and not Sharon Tate, we see Manson
hanging out with people he had no business hanging out with. If Manson was not a patsy of the CIA or DIA,
how was he managing these contacts? He was supposed to be a loser ex-con with no job and no real prospects.
Esalen isn't free, and the rich and famous people of LA weren't driving around picking up bums to hang out with.
They don't do it now and they weren't doing it then. It is implied that Manson's entrée was drugs or porn, and
either of these possibilities does exist. But given what we now know, a third option is far more likely: Manson's
entrée was via the black agencies that were using him. Sharon Tate's own father was heading one of these black
ops, so we already have a connection right there. Folger was another connection, and she appears to have been
used as a liaison with cash. As we will see, it is no surprise that Tate and Folger and Manson and Atkins and
Watson already knew one another: they were all working on the same set!
According to Paul Watkins and many other sources, Manson was never short of cash, despite all the girls and
babies and cars he had to take care of. He was said to be swimming in money. Where did it come from? Most
imply it came from selling drugs or from pimping, but it now appears Manson was bankrolled in a more direct
and less compromising way: he was fed money by his handlers. Remember, selling drugs and pimping should
have been very dangerous for Manson. He was on parole. He was watched. And he was highly visible.
Driving around in a schoolbus filled with under-aged girls is not a good way to stay beneath the police radar,
especially when many of those girls are from rich families. Actress Angela Lansbury's ( Murder She Wrote) 15year-old daughter was one of Manson's girls, and she traveled with a note from her mother saying it was OK.
Several other girls were also not runaways, they were simply on loan from Republican or CIA families. Do you
think this would have been allowed if Manson were pimping these girls out? No, the only way it would be
allowed is if everyone on the inside knew it was a set-up. The Family was made up of various government
agents, so these girls couldn't have been safer if they had been in a nunnery.
Even Lansbury is a clue here. If you check her bio at some place like Wikipedia, you find her family goes
straight to the top, with some interesting connections. Lansbury is British, her grandfather having been the head
of the Labour Party in the 1930s. He founded and edited the Daily Herald, which, although allegedly proworker, was funded by wealthy businessmen. See my paper on Eugene Debs and my paper on Karl Marx for the
modus operandi there. The paper supported the Russian Revolution, which we now know was faked. Angela's
father was the wealthy timber merchant Edgar Lansbury, who also pretended to be a leftist, joining the
Communist Party. On her mother's side, her grandfather was also very wealthy, being the founder and director
of the Grand Opera House in Belfast. Her great-grandmother was a Margaret Graham, scrubbed. However, it is
curious to find a Margaret Graham in the peerage who survived the sinking of the Titanic. This is doubly
curious in that the Daily Herald reported heavily on the Titanic in its first issues. This Margaret Graham of the
Titanic is listed in the British peerage, but it isn't clear why. Although her parents are a Moore and a Campbell,
their parents aren't listed and we have no explicit links to nobility. However, the Grahams are very high up in
the peerage, being the Dukes of Montrose. In fact, Angela Lansbury looks quite a lot like the 7th Duke. Angela's
brother Bruce was a film and TV producer, ending up Vice President at Paramount. Angela and her mother were
already in Laurel Canyon by 1942, where we are told Angela soon became part of the underground gay scene in
LA! That is admitted at Wikipedia. She and her mother attended lectures by Krishnamurti, where they met
Aldous Huxley. This links them to the Theosophy project. In 1945 Lansbury married Richard Cromwell, now
admitted to have been gay. Lansbury holds US, British, and Irish citizenship. One of her cousins is the Prime
Minister of Australia, Malcolm Turnbull. Given all that, you may ask yourself how Lansbury's 15-year-old
daughter met and began traveling with Manson. It would appear Lansbury had ties to Intelligence from way
back, like everyone else we will study here.
But back to Manson. Although the mainstream story is that he was bedding all these young women daily, that he
was a super-virulent woman pleaser with a constant erection, and that he impregnated hundreds, the truth is that

there were very few pregnancies among the Family and that only one pregnancy can de finitely be traced to
Manson.5 This despite the fact we are told that no birth control was allowed. Obviously, these two stories don't
add up. The Manson “Magical Mystery Tour Bus” wasn't a rolling orgy, it was a mobile CIA unit, complete
with male and female disguised agents. If you doubt that, remember what color all these hippies decided to paint
this yellow schoolbus: BLACK, even the windows. Do you honestly think real hippies—who are lovers of
sunshine and trees and scenery and fresh air—are going to paint the windows black? No, that is a trick of the
spooks. They always have to travel in black cars with tinted windows. But, as I said, these young girls were as
safe in there as they would be at George Clooney's house.
Now, back to Manson and Folger. Manson has been placed at the Polanski house well before the alleged
murders even in the standard story. We are told he was there looking for Terry Melcher in March of 1969,
during a dinner party. We are told Manson was confronted by photographer Hatami. But since Sebring and
Frykowski were both there, why didn't one of them talk to Manson? Frykowski was already as good as moved
in, and Sebring was there all the time. Why would Hatami take it upon himself to talk to a visitor? This looks
like a story that has been spun. No doubt Hatami saw Manson there, but the rest has been rewritten to cover the
truth. The standard story also con flicts with itself here. If Manson was told in March that Melcher didn't live
there anymore, then he should have known it in August. And yet we are told he didn't know it. It can't be both
ways. I would suggest it is neither way. Manson didn't think Melcher lived there in August, and he didn't think
Melcher lived there in March. He arrived in March to talk shop about the upcoming movie, and wasn't told
about the dinner party. So the scriptwriters had to quickly come up with a creative cover story, for the bene fit of
Hatami if no one else.
A red flag no one else appears to have noticed is El Camino College in Torrance. Many of our players spent
time there, including Squeaky Fromme, Brian Wilson, Al Jardine, and Frank Zappa. El Camino is known both
for its film program and its forensics program. But the biggest clue to the real nature of El Camino is its
founding date, 1947. Ring a bell? The first year of the CIA, again. We see that year coming up over and over.
It now looks like all of San Pedro and most of Torrance and Laurel Canyon were intelligence communities.
Many of the houses were CIA houses, and were rented to a series of spooks or other people on assignment. Both
Terry Melcher and Sharon Tate had intelligence connections 8, which means the house at 10050 Cielo had been a
CIA house from the beginning. It probably had ties to Lookout Mountain for decades. As more indication of
that, I remind you that 10050 Cielo was the first house Tate and Polanski looked at. How many young couples
with loads of money take the first house they look at?
Another person to look at is Charlene Cafritz, a wealthy bankroller of Manson and his Family. Cafritz was a
friend of both Sharon Tate and Terry Melcher 9, so she is an obvious link between Manson and Tate. And if we
didn't already suspect Melcher as a CIA asset, his link to Cafritz would give us that suspicion immediately.
Since Tate's military intelligence connections are known, we may assume Cafritz also had connections.
Actually, any small amount of research shows that Cafritz' connections to military intelligence are vast. The
Cafritz Foundation is the largest foundation in the DC area. The DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) resides in
part in the Cafritz building.

That picture is from the DIA's own website, where we find the caption, “Two clerks at work on aerial film
control files in the DIA Cafritz Building, 1960s.” That caption intersects this paper in two ways, by giving us a
link to Cafritz and by giving us yet another link to films. That second intersection will become apparent below,
so keep it in mind as you read on.
Charlene Cafritz's maiden name was Lawley, and her mother was Lucille Lawley, who worked for the State
Department for 30 years from Roosevelt to Nixon. Among other things, she was executive assistant to Secretary

of State Dean Rusk, who was a frequent target of Vietnam anti-war protests. Given that, it is quite easy to see
that the common story of Charlene Lawley Cafritz is more misdirection. Cafritz was planted in the Tate movie
by both the DIA and State Department, and she was simply channeling money to Manson from them. As with
the other players in this story, she had to be removed from sight in a rather drastic way, by faking her death, too.
She was “found dead” in 1970, only one year after the Tate murders. Problem is, there is no SS death certi ficate
for her and no proof she died. Not only has she been scrubbed from all Cafritz bios, the Cafritz bios are
scrubbed of their own information. See the Wikipedia bios of Morris and Gwen Cafritz, who were big-time rich
people and socialites in DC in the 1960s and 70s. No useful information there. I am not the first researcher who
has proposed that Cafritz' death was faked.
Before we move on to the next section, it is worth returning for a moment to my mention of Esalen. To follow
this important link, I recommend you read Jeffrey Kripal's recent book, some of which is available for free
online. It is important that Manson was placed at Esalen in the summer of 1969, since this explains two things.
One, it gives us a further connection between Manson and Folger, which I already mentioned. Two, it may give
us another source for where the hippies and perhaps the minor Manson girls were getting LSD. Esalen was
known as a center of LSD “research” in the 1960s. In this way Esalen is also linked to the CIA, which had been
interested in LSD for its own purposes since the early 1950s. This is strong indication that the Manson girls
were not just taking LSD for recreational reasons. They had been given it as a part of their brainwashing.
Notice I say brainwashing, not mind-control. Even though I will show that some of the major players here—
such as Susan Atkins and Lynette Fromme—were probably actor/agents, and therefore didn't need to be
controlled or brainwashed, I assume that many of those in the lesser roles were unaware of the larger plan. It
was best these people be kept in a state of idiocy. In the context of this section of my paper, it becomes clear
that LSD was used as another weapon against the hippies. Many young people of the time saw it as a mindexpanding drug; those supplying the drug to them saw it only as a mind-inhibiting drug. Those who weren't sure
of their role in the movie could be convinced to play just about any part, with enough hits. And afterwards they
would be so confused they wouldn't know what had happened one way or another. This is probably how to
explain someone like Barbara Hoyt.

Even so, the major players here weren't real hippies or druggies, they were actors. They weren't brainwashed
and they weren't taking LSD. Lynette Fromme won awards in highschool for DRAMA, poetry, and dancing.
She was popular and well-liked, not at all a problem child. She was known as the Manson family's den mother.
Barbara Hoyt described her as “maternal” and as “a very nice loving person.” She grew up in Hollywood (Santa
Monica, Redondo Union HS) and as a teen she dated Bill Siddons, who went on to manage The Doors. Her
father was an aeronautical engineer, which means he probably worked for the military. It is likely he knew Paul
Tate, since they both started their careers at the same time in the same place. Lynette was born in 1948, so her
father probably started his career around 1947, year one of the CIA. Lynette's link to Bill Siddons is also a big
red flag, since Siddons arranged for the funeral of Jim Morrison, despite never seeing a body. Remember, Jim
Morrison's father was the rear admiral in the navy who was the commander of the US forces at the notorious
Gulf of Tonkin false flag, in which the warship USS Maddox radioed that it was under attack when it wasn't.
Even the mainstream—including Wikipedia—now admits the incident was faked. It isn't a “conspiracy theory.”
This fake attack was used as justi fication for Congress passing a resolution giving Johnson the power to wage

war upon North Vietnam in 1964 without a full declaration by Congress. The Morrisons weren't above staging
an event, that is, and they staged several large ones, including Jim's death. From all this, we can see that Lynette
Fromme was an insider, both in the military and in Hollywood. Like Sharon Tate, she grew up as a military
asset from the crib. Her later incident with President Ford was another big act, since, if you will remember, her
gun had no bullets in the chamber sand she didn't cooperate with her own defense. As we will see below with
Manson, Atkins, Watson, Van Houten and the others, her incarceration has been faked from the beginning. Her
entire life has been a false flag.
If you don't believe that, I encourage you to watch video of her well before any arrests were made. Go to minute
36:00. She and two friends (see below) are in various ridiculous costumes, holding guns and reading from cards,

practicing their lines. It looks like outtakes from Peter Pan or Bonanza, except that the girls are all showing a
lot of leg. Look at that cup. We are on set here, obviously. I also encourage you to notice how clean and
scrubbed the girls are. Do these look like hippies or slippies to you? Do these look like girls living in caves and
dumpster-diving for food? That is how they have been sold to us. I have been around hippies. Their fingernails
aren't this clean. Their knees aren't this perfect. They should have scrapes and bruises, especially if they are
having sex outside and on the floors and so on. No one who watches this video closely will think it is bad girls
getting ready for race wars. These girls aren't even rough enough to play the Ally Sheedy role in The Breakfast
Club. All three would have to audition for the Molly Ringwald role.
Later parts of the Tate event script would use Lynnette Fromme, Sandra Good, and Charles Manson to demonize
the environmental movement, just as Manson and his family had demonized the anti-war movement. That is
what is really happening whenever you hear any of those people start talking about the trees or the Earth, or
when they start threatening CEO's. They are good actors to this day, because they really do sound like earnest
environmentalists. They aren't. They are just acting like environmentalists so that you will think all
environmentalists have the same mentality as Sandra Good or Squeaky Fromme or Charles Manson. They were
doing the job against environmentalism in the 1970s and 80s that Ted Kaczynski would do in the 1990s. You
see how one or two high-pro file actors can smear an entire movement. This trick is now used over and over, in
many fields.18

Part 4: the Tate House

Before we get to the most important photos, let us look at some photos of the house. We are told this is the
home of Polanski and Tate. He was a rich and famous director who had a huge hit the year before with
Rosemary's Baby, and she was a successful actress, driving a new Ferrari. Polanski had a Ferrari as well, and a
Rolls Royce Silver Shadow was being shipped over from England that week. We would expect their home to be
pretty posh, right?
That is supposed to be the bedroom. Beautiful bed, right? No headboard, no footboard, cheap metal runners,
and no boxspring. See how low the bed is? The mattress is just sitting on some thin foam foundation. No real
boxspring. Then we have pillowcases that don't fit the pillows and one of those cheap staticky blankets made of
nylon that costs about 2 dollars. Look at the lamp. That's worth at least $5. The picture frames look like they
came from K-mart. And the carpeting is cheap. Does that really look like the bedroom of a famous young
actress? No, it looks like the room of a poor college student with no taste.

That is supposed to be the living room. We will see it again later. Even without being wrecked and bloody, it is
a dump. You can see better pictures of the couch below, and it looks like it was pulled off someone's front lawn
in rural Alabama. Look at the posters on the wall, framed with thin metal frames. Again, does this look like a
rich and famous movie director's home? Also note the US flag blanket on the couch below, as taken the day of
the alleged murders. One, it is upside down, which is a distress signal. But it would be strange even if it weren't

upside down. Do rich and famous directors and actresses buy cheap flag throws for the couch? Is this
considered a sign of good taste? No, again, it is a sign of hillbillies. Roman Polanski was not a hillbilly. He
was also not American.

Just look at that couch. Not only cheap but filthy. Ask yourself once again, “Is that the sort of couch we expect
to see in the house of a rich and famous movie director?” No, that is the sort of couch you put in a room you
know is about to be splattered with pig's blood.
Here is the outside of the house.

Would you say that matched the inside photos we just saw? Here is how the interior looked in the 1940s:

That looks like a rich person's home, with rock walls and high ceilings and fancy furniture. This is what it
looked like in 1969:

A cheap, garish dump. Again, here is the outside:

Look how wide that door is. That is a fancy girl in a fancy house. Now look at the interior on the day of the
murders:

What is my point? My point is they cleared the real furniture out and replaced it with cheap junk, to keep the
real stuff from getting splattered with pig's blood during the fake murders. To refute that we are given this
picture, said to be from several months before the murders.

But that photo isn't time-stamped. It could have been taken the day before the murders. It could be manipulated,
we don't know. We will see below that many of these photos have been manipulated, and I will show that one of
the ones above certainly was. Let's go back to this one:

That is supposed to be the day after the murders, I guess, since we still have blood all over the place. But
Polanski has aged about twenty years. He looks about 50 there. Compare his head to his head in the previous
photo. Look at his hairline. Did his hair recede overnight? That photo is a paste-up. The light on him doesn't
even match the rest of the photo. Look at his shirt. Why isn't the top of the couch blocking any light coming
from the windows?
Here's another room in the house, to make a comparison.

That first picture looks more convincing, doesn't it? The carpet looks newish and expensive and clean, the
furniture looks stylish, and the pictures on the wall look like real paintings, instead of cheap framed prints from a
junk shop. The tables are heavy wood, and the accoutrements look authentic. So why does the main room in
the same house in pic 2 look like it was furnished by trolls?
Here's something interesting:

They want you to stay focused on the blood stains, but I point your attention to the gap in the carpet. Notice this
isn't wall-to-wall carpet. Looks like carpet just laid down over hardwood. Why is that important? Because it is
temporary. It can be rolled up at a moment's notice and removed. That is convenient I would say. If you were
wondering why this carpet looked so blah and dingy and cheap, that is why: it was rolled down speci fically for
the action of these scenes and then removed afterwards and burned.

That's in the entryway to the living room. You can see the temporary carpeting there again and the 6” gap at the
edges. That carpeting is even cheaper and dirtier than the bedroom carpeting we looked at above. Those are the
trunks that arrived the day before from London. We are told they contained Tate's clothes. This is curious, both
for the contents and the timing. Due to the timing, the arrival of the trunks now appears to be a signal to
proceed. “All is set, let's go real time tomorrow!” What do I mean? Well, now that the rest of Sharon's clothes
have arrived, nothing is holding them back. They needed Sharon's clothes, because she is going into hiding in a
couple of days. Once she is released from the movie set, she has to fly out to Jamaica or Brazil. Some of her
favorite clothes were still in London, and she can't be expected to go into hiding without her favorite winter
clothes. She may have to be gone for a couple of years or more.
In support of this theory, we know Tate and Polanski were in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in April, 1969, for a film
festival. They visited Jamaica on the way back, where Polanski is said to have lost his passport. It would have
been quite easy for them to have scouted out locations while they were down there.
You will say, “If that theory were true, then why not just send the trunks to Brazil?” One, because the final
destination hasn't yet been decided. They know she will have to spend some time in South America, but it
doesn't have to be Rio or Sao Paolo, or Jamaica either. Could be anywhere. Could be Recife or Belem, hell it
could be the Iles du Salut. Polanski was always fluent in French, having been born in Paris. Two, a girl likes to
have everything in front of her when she is packing. No need to send everything on. Send the trunks to LA and
she will choose what she needs.
However, it looks like Jamaica may have been the first stop for Sharon after leaving LA. Why? Well, we know
that Polanski and John Phillips☺ went to Jamaica less than two weeks after the murders, ostensibly to “continue
their investigation into drugs and voodoo.” But since Sharon and Roman had stopped over in Jamaica in April,
we may assume that Polanski was not there to investigate voodoo. He was most likely there to check on Sharon.
If the LA police had been serious about unlocking the “murders,” they would have followed Polanski to Jamaica.
Since they didn't, we can assume they were just following orders from the FBI or CIA.
This information allows us to finally crack the lyrics in American Pie, where Don McLean says, “Helter Skelter
in a summer swelter, the birds flew off to a fallout shelter, eight miles high and falling fast.” Some have
connected this to the Byrds and their famous song Eight Miles High, but that isn't the right interpretation.
McLean is referencing that, but that isn't what he is telling you. “The birds” are those involved in the operation,
the perpetrators or the actors. He is telling you they flew off. In other words, they didn't die, they escaped.
They flew off to a fallout shelter, which means they “went underground”—not literally but figuratively. They
went into hiding. How did they do it? He tells you that also: they flew off 8 miles high, which means they were
in a commercial jet, which flies at just under that altitude. Of course international flights fly the highest, so you
are being told they fled the country. I have shown they probably went to Jamaica first, or at least Tate did.
But back to the trunks and the go-ahead for the operation. You should also remember that they were trying to
undercut or preempt Woodstock, which they knew was scheduled for the next week. In addition, they wanted to
plug into the terror already created the week before (August 2) by the grisly knife murders of two young girls in
San Jose. So the window of opportunity was small. As soon as the trunks arrived, the green light was on. You

will say, “But the trunks weren't empty!” So? Sharon takes out the clothes she wants and throws some clothes
she doesn't want in there. That is all it would take to cover those tracks.

Here's another clue from someone not completely comfortable with the game. We have been told this is a
reference to the police, whom the hippies called pigs. But knowing what we now know, we see it isn't that at all.
Since this is all fake blood, and since they commonly use pig's blood when they need blood that looks very real
—since it is real—we can now see that this writing is telling us what kind of blood the writer has on his or her
hands. Pig's blood. Pig.
Of course the word Pig did double duty, since it also tied the Tate house to the Hinman house, which was a sort
of prequel to the main movie. But in both cases the word piggy was used because the young girls were
uncomfortable with the thought that they had real pig's blood on their hands. Only later did the scriptwriters
think to tie it to the whole “police as pigs” storyline. This didn't happen until the Helter Skelter/Piggies/White
Album connection was made by the mop-up scriptwriters.
You will say, “Maybe, but that doesn't explain the 'Death to Pigs' found at the Labianca house.” Well, I can't get
into that whole thing in this paper, but it appears the Labianca murders were real and were a copycat murder.
Remember, they took place a day later, after reports of the Tate murders had already been in the papers,
including the writing in blood. In other words, whoever killed the Labiancas knew about the blood and the word
PIG on the door at the Polanski house. To cover their tracks and to confuse the police, they wrote on their walls
with blood, too. The Labianca murders were a mob hit, and both the FBI and the mob were happy to pin it on
the Manson family. You may be interested to know that the Los Angeles police came to that same conclusion
early on. They dismissed the Labianca murders as a copycat. They were right the first time. But we may
assume the investigation was taken over by the FBI, who pushed it to the planned conclusion.
Again, I am just warming you up. Before we get to the most important photos, let us look at some further
evidence. Some will say, “But we have no indication Tate was still alive after the murders. Someone would
have seen her, right?”

That paper is dated June, 1970. The close friend didn't just see someone who looked like Tate, notice. She saw
Tate with Polanski. Do you imagine there are a lot of couples who look like Tate and Polanski in Brazil? Of
course the Bulletin was a sensationalist rag, somewhat like the National Enquirer now. You will say they made
it up. Maybe, maybe not. Not all Enquirer stories are false, and neither were all Bulletin stories. Like Hustler
now, the Bulletin could publish things no one else would touch. Maybe this story is false, maybe it isn't. If the
story is false, we now know it was based on the truth.

That is Christopher Jones. He was a rising actor in 1969 and was working on David Lean's Ryan's Daughter at
the time, in which he played the romantic lead. In 2007, Jones, then 66, gave an explosive interview to the
DailyMail (London), claiming to have been in an ongoing affair with Sharon Tate in 1969, while she was
pregnant. Not only that, but he claimed they were in love. It wasn't just an affair, he says. That is all strange
enough, but it gets stranger. After Jones wrapped Ryan's Daughter in 1970, he quit acting for good and moved
to. . . wait for it. . . 10050 Cielo Drive. Sharon Tate's house. That doesn't come from the Bulletin, it comes from
mainstream sources, including Wikipedia, which admit it. We are told he stayed in the caretaker's house behind
the main house, but that may be even weirder. In any case, he was on the property.
Skeptics will say that he is lying about the affair and that his stay at 10050 Cielo was just a coincidence. But we
know from witnesses that he and Tate were in Rome in 1969 and that they were seen together. Whether they had
sex or not or were really in love is another question, but it is enough to go on. Same for his time at 10050 Cielo.
It can't be a coincidence, since the odds of him just happening to rent the caretaker's house are beyond

astronomical. He was obviously there for a reason, and we must assume the reason had to do with Tate. Yes,
maybe he had been in love with her and was there pining over her death. Or maybe he was there to continue the
affair. Which would mean that by 1970, Sharon was already back, living in her old house. Some think it is
dif ficult to fake deaths and hide people, but it is actually fabulously easy, and this just proves it. You don't need
to relocate Sharon to Tierra del Fuego. You just need a black wig and a new car. No one recognized Sharon
when she appeared on the Beverly Hillbillies in a black wig: so why would they recognize her in everyday life in
that wig? People on the set of Bewitched didn't recognize Elizabeth Montgomery when she was in a black wig
playing Serena. That's right: people who worked with her everyday were fooled by a black wig, and one
assistant director actually hit on her, not realizing who she was. That is how good most people are at face
recognition.
In the interview, Jones is asked why he is speaking up now. He says, “Partly to see if God strikes me dead for
talking about it.” God, or the CIA?
Another rising actor of the time, Iain Quarrier, also quit the business after the Tate murders. Interestingly, he
had been in Fearless Vampire Killers with her and Polanski, so he was a real insider. He had also been in
Polanski's Cul-de-Sac. We are told he did this because he was shook up, but other reasons now come to mind.
He may have gone into hiding with them as part of their entourage. Or he may have had a big mouth: they
drummed him out of the business to keep him quiet. As with others, he has been pretty much scrubbed from
history. He has no bio online and few pictures. Here he is with Tate, Mia Farrow, Peter Sellers, and Donyale
Luna.

In this vein, I should mention a third man, Hollywood columnist Steven Brandt. He is said to have taken an
overdose of pills after the murders. But did he? He was also a friend of Tate, and as such he may have needed
to be silenced. Or, he may have been just another faked death, going off to Brazil to live with his rich friends.
Another star lived in the Polanski/Tate house after the fake murders. Olivia Hussey, who played Juliet in
Zef firelli's 1968 film Romeo and Juliet, moved in only a month after the event in 1969. She claims to have been
there when Linda Kasabian led Vincent Bugliosi on a walk-through of the house. Ridiculous, of course, for
many reasons. A defendant wouldn't lead a prosecutor through a crime scene. This is for the legally illiterate.
And if she had led anyone (such as the police or FBI) through the house, she wouldn't have done it while the
tenants were there. Hussey says she was making coffee and they just walked in. Impossible. Plus, if this were a
real crime scene, it still would have been closed for forensics a month after the event. They couldn't have just
rented the place out that fast. Finally, they wouldn't have rented it to an 18-year-old girl. This is just more proof
Cielo was a CIA house, and that nothing actually happened there.
And now, in 2018, we have an answer to Christopher Jones' question about God striking him dead. In Olivia
Hussey's book, she accuses him of raping her in the Cielo House, causing a pregnancy and abortion. You can be
sure this was inserted into the book to punish Jones for his 2007 interview and tarnish his legacy. He died in
2014 and cannot respond to this claim.

Part 5: Lookout Mountain

Let's start this section with some faked photos of Sharon Tate:

Why does she have the exact same left leg in both photos? Study the lighting on the knee. Exactly the same.
One of these photos is fake and is taken from the other. The one with the dog is fake. Why would a blonde girl
in full sun have hair that appeared black? The second photo looks real, since the light is consistent. But the first
photo is supposed to be on the same day at the same time in the same place. She is wearing the same clothes in
front of the same fence. Why is the light so completely different? I will be told the sun came out. But will the
sun coming out make the top of your head turn black? Not where I come from. I didn't initially understand why
they would want to fake this picture of her with the dog, but I could see that they had. Even the dog is faked.
There is a video on youtube of her washing a big dog and this little dog is there, too. But he has a light brown
head not a black head.
I discovered the reason for the faking later. It was the background that needed to be changed. As you see, the
background in photo 1 looks a bit peculiar, especially when you compare it to the background of photo 2. Why
would they need to change it? Well, not many people know this, but just across that little valley behind Sharon
in both pictures is a large hill called Lookout Mountain. First there is Franklin Canyon, then a little
neighborhood, then Lookout Mountain, and behind the mountain is Laurel Canyon Boulevard. Well, until 1969
there was a secret Air Force facility on the mountain, called Lookout Mountain Air Force Station. Again, not a
conspiracy theory, you can see it on Wikipedia. The station is now a private residence on Wonderland Avenue,
according to the page there. Curious that the station is said to have closed in 1969, don't you think? Guess what
this facility specialized in? Take the Wiki link and you will see that they specialized in making movies.
The studio consisted of a complete stage, 2 screening rooms, a helicopter landing pad, a bomb
shelter and 17 climate controlled film vaults as well as two underground parking garages. With the
latest equipment the studio could process both 35 mm and 16 mm motion pictures as well as optical
prints and still photographs. The studio contained staff from many prominent studios alongside its
military staff. Civilian personnel from Warner Brothers, Metro-Goldwyn Mayer and RKO Pictures
worked at the studio in functions such as producers, cameramen and directors. Peter G. Kuran
worked at Lookout Mountain before going on to an award-winning career involving both directing and
visual effects work. In some cases, Kuran has brought footage of atomic tests developed at Lookout

Mountain directly to his later work.

“Visual effects work.” Interesting. Also take special note of that last studio. Remember, I reminded you above
that Joseph Kennedy owned RKO. That fact may or may not be a central clue in this paper, but it will be in an
upcoming paper.
Lookout Mountain produced over 19,000 films, more than all Hollywood studios combined. Stars like John
Ford, Jimmy Stewart, Howard Hawks, Ronald Reagan, Bing Crosby, Walt Disney and Marilyn Monroe were
given clearance to work at the facility on undisclosed projects. The facility wasn't admitted to exist until the
1990s, which tends to disprove the old saw that you can't keep anything that big secret. Almost no one knows of
it even now.
I want to be sure you noticed that bolded name above: Ronald Reagan. The man who had been an actor at
Lookout Mountain was Governor of California in 1969. That isn't a coincidence.
In this sense, Lookout Mountain can be seen as the importation of Goebbels Propaganda Machine into the US.
Except that Lookout Mountain was much more successful at remaining a secret. This is not just a tenuous
analogy, either, since at the same time Lookout Mountain was being built, the US was importing thousands of
actual Nazis in what was called Operation Bloodstone. Just as Operation Gladio had made use of former Nazis
in the newer fight against Russian communism, the US was using “former” Nazis in the fight against
communism domestically. This was admitted by John Loftus in a 60 Minutes interview in 1982, and by the
GAO (Government Accounting Of fice), which released a report to Congress in 1985 con firming it. This despite
the fact that the CIA had stalled and misdirected the GAO from the beginning. Two of the top Nazis brought to
the US were Walter Becher and Baron von Bolschwing, which you can research if you want to continue on that
line.
Strange that we can't see a hill behind Sharon in pic 1. We are looking back toward Burbank and Universal City,
so Lookout Mountain should be in the background. I suggest that Lookout Mountain was used as a center of
operation for the Tate events, and that there was a direct line of sight from the station to the house, using a
telescope. To keep anyone from studying that possibility, someone decided to reformat pic 1, using a retouched
background. One of the side-effects of that retouching was that both Sharon's and the dog's hair turned black:
probably a contrast error.
It may interest you to know that telescopes were a part of the mainstream story. Manson is said to have stolen a
green telescope from Terry Melcher's Malibu house. Ed Sanders says, “It was Doris Day's telescope that the
family used in scanning for Black Panther raids from the Santa Susanna hilltops.” Right, Ed. Although that
story scans poorly, it is useful as a reminder to us that telescopes could be used to coordinate and check on
events in these hilly neighborhoods, in a time before cell phones.

That's the house on Cielo as seen from the front, looking at it from the east. The Tate house isn't quite on top of
the hill, but almost. We are seeing the front yard. Sharon with her dog was in the front yard. That is where the
view is. The back yard is very narrow and you see only the hill. Then there is a long side yard where the pool
is, to the left in this photo. So from Lookout Mountain, this is basically what you would see. Notice there are no
fences or hedges blocking the view, even from where this picture was taken. You can see the front door and the

front windows.

Here is the hill as seen from the low road. You can see it is a quite conspicuous hill, visible from all the other
hills around it. It is the perfect place to put someone you want to keep tabs on. You can see the cars coming and
going without ever leaving your desk.
Did Lookout Mountain really close in 1969? Did the propaganda films stop? If they aren't in Laurel Canyon
anymore, where did they go? After 1969 they didn't need Lookout Mountain anymore, but not because the
propaganda was finished. No, they didn't need that secret studio because they had completed the take-over of the
mainstream studios by then. After 1970, there was no longer a split between “secret” propaganda films and the
mainstream. They were one and the same. What was initially limited to Laurel Canyon has since spread across
all of LA. Military intelligence has engulfed the whole city, and the fake Tate event was the big final bite. A
large portion of mainstream movies since 1970 have been propaganda films of one sort or another, and even the
ones that are made mostly for money are filled with propaganda as well. There is no longer any split between
CIA and Hollywood. Hollywood is basically a subdivision of the CIA and military intelligence. The entire
entertainment industry is a vast subdivision of military intelligence, including music, TV, art, film, and a
majority of the internet. This is what the Matrix really is: not a dream induced by robot bugs, but a waking false
reality created by uber-directors.
Which brings us to another red flag in the Matrix. Ed Sanders admits that the police gave so much information
to the press in the first hours after the alleged murders that
they were depleting the possible supply of “poly keys”—polygraph interrogation keys—which are key bits of information
about the murders that only the killers could know, so that on a lie detector test the possible killer could be asked questions
about the facts. If the facts were printed or broadcast, they would be spoiled for such a purpose.14
This was completely against police department policy or criminal investigation policy, as Sanders makes clear.
Real murders aren't broadcast to the press like this, for many very good reasons, only one of which Sanders
mentions. Another reason is to prevent the sort of copycat murder we saw the next day at the Labianca house,
with the murderers borrowing key bits of information to cover their tracks. So why did the police broadcast the
information to the press here? Because the “police” were either in the pay of the FBI or were actual agents in
disguise. It was the controllers broadcasting the information, not the Los Angeles police. They needed to
broadcast all the information as soon as possible, since that was the whole point of the event. They faked the
murders to create fear and confusion, and they needed to get the key points of the event into the press as soon as
they could. This operation was all about storytelling, so the story needed to be outlined in the first hours. The
faked crime scene was just the physical excuse to put the false flag story in the papers, so telling the story was
job one. They weren't worried about blowing an investigation, since there would be no real investigation. There
was no real crime and no real perpetrators and no real victims, so the storytelling became job one on August 9.
Covering their tracks became job two. Continuity and consistency was apparently way down on the list, since
they had very little respect for their audience. Past experience had shown them that neatness mattered very little:
as long as they maintained control of the press, they could sell any story they liked, no matter how inconsistent
or absurd. They had learned this from the Warren Commission.

We also know that the investigation was already re-assigned by noon of the first day, from the West LA division
to the homicide division. This basically nulli fied all the first three hours of stomping around by police. A
completely new team of of ficers came in in the afternoon.
Another red flag is the famous box 65, a box of evidence supposedly found at the Folger/Frykowski house by
investigators. The rumor was spread that it contained erotic photographs of many of Hollywood's elite. No one
asks why or how Folger or Frykowski would have such photographs, but the rumor was enough to keep a lot of
people quiet, apparently. Although the photos never existed, this story was a great sidebar to the main story, and
brilliantly shortened the leash of a great number of people who were already controlled.
And yet another red flag:
Later the police backed up a van to the Polanski house and carted a truckload of stuff down to SID headquarters for
examination. A few days later they evidently brought most of it back and placed it in the same order to try to recreate the
original undisturbed crime scene.15
Again, illogical, unprecedented, and totally against policy. The only reason they would do this is if they were
scrubbing the scene of unwanted evidence, and planting other evidence. In the chaos of the move and return
move, absolutely anything could be achieved.
And yet another red flag, on the same page as the ones above: the eyeglasses that were found by the blue trunks
were given to Paul Tate, “who held them for two weeks trying to locate the owner, who would have been a
prime suspect.”16 You have to be kidding me. No one thought this was odd? Is it common practice in a police
investigation to give or loan evidence to a family member of one of the victims? Of course not. It is just more
proof that military intelligence had access to not only the crime scene but also the artifacts in it. If any
discrepancy arose, Paul Tate was there to fix it.
And another red flag: although the managers of the story were leaking it to the press chapters at a time, when it
came time to report to the State Bureau of Criminal Identi fication and Investigation, the LAPD sent only a threeline homicide report, barely complying with the law requiring a filing. This is just an indication of who the
managers of the story really were: only the Feds would have such undisguised contempt for a State Bureau.
And another red flag: when the police raided the Spahn's Ranch on August 16 (one week after the Tate murders),
they took a film crew along. Do the police normally take a film crew along on raids? No. Do they use search
warrants with dates that are wrong by three days? No. The search warrant used on August 16 was dated August
13, but since those being filmed were in on it, it didn't matter. Who was going to sue? Although we are told by
Bugliosi and Sanders and others that Manson was franticly preparing for the move out to the desert on August
17, he was conveniently on-hand for the round-up on the 16 th, making most of the still pictures, dead-center, with
the sign “Spahn's Movie Ranch” conveniently behind him in-shot.

I won't take the time to analyze this raid in detail, but Ed Sanders gives us the primary clue:

Some of the officers appear to be definitely out of uniform in the photos of the raid, wearing an admixture of Marine Corps
fatigues and regulation sheriff's-office clothing.17
We can see that just from the photos above, where the police are wearing the same helmets, but different shirts,
pants, and shoes.

In that one, we have at least four different uniforms, including the guy in white pants who is in no uniform. And
here we have a guy in combat boots and paratrooper pants:

Ed Sanders also pointed out this peculiarity:

See how that guy has “Sheriff” sewn on the back of his shirt? The standard sheriff's of fice uniform didn't have
that, as we see from other pictures. Looks like CHiPs are there, too:

No one wanted to be left out of the movie! Despite finding stolen guns, stolen cars, stolen credit cards, piles of
drugs, under-aged girls, and a hundred other things, everyone once again skated, supposedly for “lack of
evidence.” Manson was arrested at the same place again six days later for dope, fornication, and public nudity.
Again he skated. It was too soon. The authorities wanted to let the story build a bit longer, let Los Angeles stew
in fake fear a few more weeks. The FBI apparently let the local police look useful, but they weren't willing to
move the story into the next phase just yet. Besides, the date of final capture was already set in the script:
October 12, Aleister Crowley's birthday. That link would serve double duty in the story. One, it would lend the
story a further element of the macabre. Two, it would cover the tracks of the spooks, as usual. The secret
services have been hiding behind Satanism since the late 19 th century, and Crowley's career was created
speci fically for that purpose. Crowley himself was secret service, and he showed those who came after how to
use Satanism and the occult as successful misdirection.

Part 6: the “Crime Scene”
OK, we are now ready to look at the death photos of Sharon Tate. Now that you understand we are just
watching a movie, perhaps you can look at them with a fresh and unclouded eye. I will show you two versions
of the same photo, to start with. The first version is the one most reproduced on the web, and it does look a little
grisly. But that is only because they boosted the contrast by large margins, blowing it out, and have also added
tons of red. They had to do that because the un-retouched photo looks so un-scary and un-grisly. It actually
looks very reassuring, since it easy to tell she isn't dead.
Remember how they reported that the hippies had cut her belly open and knifed the child or cut it out, using the
baby's blood to mark the walls? I remember reading that or hearing it on TV. Not true, as we see. In later

photos, we can see her belly, and it is fine. Not a single fake stab wound in the belly. No open womb, no dead
child, none of that. Of course, knowing what we know, that would be very dif ficult to fake. They might be able
to fake it now with CGI, but back then such things were beyond them.

I got both those photos off the web.** They are freely available and I didn't do anything to them in photoshop.
The first one is much more prominent on the web, and it is likely to be the first one you find on a websearch.
That is the one they want you to see. But the second one is also out there.
You see the lengths they had to go to, to make the photo look bad. They have really cheated, and that should be
the first red flag. If the crime scene photos really did the job they wanted them to do, they wouldn't have to cheat
and red them up, would they? Their problem is obvious: in the real photo, she doesn't look nearly bad enough.
She doesn't even look dead. Her skin has color, she is smiling, and there is actually way too little blood. This is
many hours after the murders, we are told. The murders are said to have taken place around midnight, and these
photos were taken at least 10 to 12 hours later. She should look awful. She shouldn't have any color, her mouth
shouldn't look like that, and the chest wounds should simply be caked with blood. The coroner's report claimed
lividity on the left side of her head, but we see none here. What is lividity? Lividity (also known as livor
mortis) is bruising caused by blood pooling inside the body. It should be on the high side here, but it isn't.
We will see that she was found by the couch, so why is she against a white wall here, turned completely over?
You don't normally move corpses at a crime scene, just to photograph them from other angles. If she is dead,
why does she need a pillow? Why is she smiling? That isn't rigor mortis. Rigor mortis doesn't make you smile
in a natural way, like that, fluid and lovely. Rigor mortis tightens your lips in a ghastly unnatural-looking
grimace. Rigor mortis is worst at 12 hours after death. Look it up. These crime scene photos were taken
roughly at the time, so rigor should be at a maximum. And yet her face and mouth and eyes look completely
natural and alive.
We can also study the arms, as more proof that something is very wrong here. Before they moved her, her
original position was by the couch, and her upper arm was over her head. In the photo above, they have flipped
her on her other side, so the top arm is now on the bottom. But it is no longer over her head, as you see. It is out
to the side. In her original position, her bicep was right on her ear. Here, it is a foot away. No problem if you
are alive, but if you are dead and in the maximum hours of rigor mortis, it is a big problem. Whoever has moved
her couldn't just move that arm to suit themselves.
We see no sign of livor mortis either, which also peaks at about 12 hours. Except for the traces of fake blood,
Tate has no skin discoloration either top of bottom of her torso or head. She should be whiter where her torso is
high and purpler underneath. Since they have flipped her over, she should be purple on the high side. She isn't.
Nor does she have pallor mortis, which would be there even if rigor hadn't set in. She isn't pale. In short, she
doesn't look dead by any normal standards, and only people who had never seen a real corpse would think she is
dead.

Here is the main photo, and it looks a little bad if you don't know it is a movie. But even though the fake blood
is pretty gross, she actually looks way too good. Her pose is entirely too supple for a corpse in rigor. You don't
see corpses in languid poses like that. Most often, a corpse left on its side like that will develop a strange lift in
an arm or leg, so that it floats off the ground. Corpses don't take languid sleeping poses like these two. And why
is Sebring's head covered? If they are moving corpses around, you would think they could at least remove that
handkerchief or whatever it is, so that we could identify him. As it is, I would suggest they covered his face
because it isn't him—he was tired of lying there. Or because he couldn't keep a straight face. Like Tate, he was
prone to laugh or smile, and his smile was even worse than hers. Best to cover it.
Also, you can see how lovely her skin looks there, with no pallor, no livor, and no rigor. Most of the copies you
will find of this photo on the internet have been manipulated to make her skin look worse.
Another problem with this photo is the shine on her arm. It took me a while to notice that, but it is a red flag as
well. It is a sign of moisture, of course. See how her arm nearest you shines? It shines because it is wet. But
how can the blood still be wet 10-12 hours after the murders? It should have long since dried. You will say that
is because this picture was taken earlier, and that is why she doesn't show rigor or livor or pallor. Problem there
is that these crime scene photos are assumed to have been taken by the police photographer, who could not have
gotten there before about 10am. If we go back to a time before that—when the blood might still be wet—we
have to ask who is taking the pictures? They were all supposed to be dead. Any photos earlier than 10am are
proof of a film set and a crew.
In some of the death photos, she has no bra on: she is naked. We are told this one is from the coroner's table.

Does that look real? Why is the body less exposed than the head? What's wrong with her neck? It isn't large
enough for her head. The worst piece-job is where I have drawn the red arrow. No neck line has a sharp angle
like that. This is about the worst fake photo I have ever seen. I can't believe they released it. Let's put it side by
side with the previous photo.

The first problem I see in the comparison is that her head is too long in the first photo. Look how long her nose
and upper lip are. Death can't stretch your head, moving your mouth and eyes farther apart. In manipulating the
photo, trying to put that head on that body, the technician somehow stretched the head. The first photo is faked
using the second photo as a reference and source. You can tell that whoever faked it stole the top eye from the
second photo, importing it into the first photo. It is exactly the same, down to the shadows. But he put it in too
high, making the face look longer. He also got the face wounds in the wrong place. In the first photo she has
two cheek wounds about 2 inches apart, with the lower wound starting about 1.5 inches beyond the corner of her
mouth. In the second photo, she has one cheek wound, and it starts right at the corner of her mouth. He also
copied the chest wounds, since it was very important that those match. But he didn't get those right, either. It
also looks like he copied the body, just removing the bra. The position of the torso is the same.
Now, what about that tag, which says R. Wilson? Who is R. Wilson? The coroner? An unknown Beach Boy?
The coroner doesn't normally tag his bodies with his name. You tag bodies with their own name, for pretty
obvious reasons. We should see a tag that says Sharon Tate or Sharon Polanski. Besides, the chief medical
examiner, who did the autopsies, was Thomas Noguchi, not R. Wilson. A guy named Stuart was the deputy
coroner. I would suggest this plate isn't a body tag, it is a cover that the photo faker needed to cover his worst
area. You often see strange things like this on photos where one head is pasted on another body. Since the seam
is pretty obvious, the faker will put a tie there or a necklace or a collar or something. You see that the plate goes

up very high, in an odd way. He has covered most of his bad seam. But he really needed to cover that sharp
angle that I pointed to with my red arrow.
Before we proceed, let's take a quick look at Thomas Noguchi. You may be interested to know that Noguchi
also did the autopsies for Robert Kennedy, Marilyn Monroe, Natalie Wood, William Holden, and John Belushi.
To say he is suspicious is a huge understatement. A researcher could write an entire book on Noguchi, exposing
him as a fraud. I don't have the time or inclination to do that, so I will only mention a couple of things. One, it
is known that Noguchi's deputy coroner at the time, Donald Angus Stuart, was a fraud. Note the name Stuart for
a start, which may connect him to the Kings of England. He was arrested in 1972 for forging his medical degree,
practicing without a license, and perjury. The perjury stemmed from his testimony in court against Noguchi.
There were Civil Service Commission hearings on Noguchi in 1969, and Stuart gave testimony against Noguchi.
Noguchi had been fired by the LA Board of Supervisors on March 18, 1969, on a 5-0 vote. However, Noguchi
ended up being reinstated by the federal CSC on July 31, 1969, and Stuart was arrested much later. Note that
date. Noguchi was reinstated just one week before the alleged Tate murders. Also notice that Noguchi was
reinstated by the Feds, over the 5-0 of the local authorities.
During this fracas, Noguchi was lambasted by court testimony, including this:
Deputy LA County Counsel Martin Weekes alleged [in court] that a smiling Noguchi danced in his office while waiting for
Kennedy to die and told associates, "I am going to be famous! I hope he dies, because... then my international reputation
will be established." A secretary described Noguchi slashing a piece of paper in two with a penknife and telling her he'd like
to perform a live autopsy on [county chief administrator] Lin Hollinger.
In addition, Hollinger stated in testimony against Noguchi that “he was in need of psychiatric care, stemming
from apparent use of drugs.” And of course we have the report I linked above, in which his own deputy coroner
Stuart testi fied Noguchi was unstable [San Francisco Examiner, Feb. 3, 1972]. This is the man that was
reinstated just one week before the alleged Tate murders by the CSC, supposedly due to race-baiting. The Civil
Service Commission reinstated Noguchi, giving the appearance of doing so because they were afraid of firing an
Asian-American. Noguchi and his supporters decided to lead with the defense that he was being fired for being
Asian, and it worked.
Eventually, despite the fame he did find, he was fired in 1982 and no Civil Service Commission could save him
that time. By then he had botched or falsi fied the deaths of William Holden, Natalie Wood, John Belushi, and
many others—most, we assume, on orders from above. Anyone who has researched any major murders or
famous deaths knows that coroners are hired to follow of ficial stories, not to do real autopsies. The public is
told what the federal authorities want it to know—no more, no less. If the CIA tells a coroner to check the
suicide box, he checks the suicide box. If the FBI tells him to discover an accidental drowning, he discovers an
accidental drowning.
Before we move on, I would like to point out that the death certi ficate is also fake. The way they normally do
this is simply by putting the wrong name in the box. We have seen them do that over and over. Perhaps the
most obvious was Jack London, where they put “Jack London” in the box despite the fact that his real name was
John Grif fith Chaney. With Sharon Tate, they faked it by putting Sharon Tate Polanski in the box, when—even
according to the mainstream story—her legal name at the time was Sharon Marie Polanski. Remember, your
maiden name doesn't become your middle name when you get married. In the 1960s, the normal procedure was
to replace the maiden name with the married name. But I now suspect the marriage was fake as well, only being
part of the lead-up to the story. If that is true, her legal name was still Sharon Marie Tate. But in no case would
her legal name have been Sharon Tate Polanski. Another box is curious, and that is her alleged Social Security
number. We are told it was 452-74-4733. Those last four digits throw up a red flag, since 1947 was year one of
the CIA, and 33 is a favorite number of the CIA, used as a common signal. The two center numbers are also just
the reverse of 47, 74 being the 47 flipped. I suggest this SS# is faked like the rest of it.
We also see Sharon Tate's mother Doris' maiden name, which was Willett. This is curious because of later
alleged victims of the Family named James and Lauren Willett, found in 1972. We are told they were no
relation to Doris, but that isn't believable. If you take that link, you will find a nest of numerology markers,
including the number 33. James Willett was a Marine (red flag), age 26 (red flag)—same age as Sharon Tate.
The death of Lauren was November 11 (red flag). That is 11/11. James Willett's body was said to have been
found November 8. That is 11/8 (red flag, being aces and eights). Along with Nancy Pitman and Lynette
Fromme, the police arrested James Craig, age 33 (red flag). He and his pal were said to be of the Aryan
Brotherhood (see outing of the Ayran Brotherhood below). I think they may have actually overloaded this fake
story with markers.

Geni has scrubbed the genealogy of Doris Tate, but Rootsweb has not. There we are told Doris' parents were
Dorris W. Tate and Fannie R. Leuch. Doris had a sister named Genevieve. Doris' grandparents have been
scrubbed. Genevieve is listed as married, but her husband has been scrubbed. Geneanet gives us the parents of
Fannie, but not the parents of Dorris. This prevents us checking to see if Doris was related to James or Lauren.
However, a death search on Lauren Willett, 1972, brings no results nationwide, much less in Stockton.
Curiously, we do find a record for a James Willett, age 26, died in November 1972. However, the day has been
scrubbed. Even more curious is that his place of death was Kentucky, not Stockton, CA. This means they
probably borrowed the identity of this recently deceased person and inserted him into their fake event.
But back to the fake autopsy photos. Here is another one, with the head conveniently out of frame:

So many problems there I don't know where to begin. No proof that is Sharon, since we can't see her face. This
“corpse” doesn't look 8.75 months pregnant, either. Maybe early pregnancy, maybe not, but eight months is far
bigger than that, and Sharon is far bigger than that in other photos we have seen. Sharon's due date was August
18, 9 days after the alleged murder. Amazingly, the autopsy and death reports don't mention a baby or
pregnancy at all. Apparently, Noguchi didn't notice his corpse was pregnant.

If that is a real corpse, we are probably seeing normal corpse bloating, not pregnancy. Also a problem are the
wounds, which don't look like knife wounds. They are all round, as you see. Knife wounds make slits, of
course. Those wounds look like wounds from a shotgun. These wounds also don't match the main photo of
Sharon by the couch. Remember, she had a big gash on the upper ribs in that one, which would be the lower ribs
in this photo. Here we only have two little pin pricks. The shotgun holes make me think that Noguchi may have
used old photos from the Rufus Wilson murders. That would make this tag apply to Mrs. R. Wilson, who was

murdered in Los Angeles a few years earlier, by shotgun. The Rufus Wilson autopsy photos would have been in
the LA coroner's files.
It is also worth noting that when they show you the corpse with no head in the picture, you get great picture
quality. But when they show you the same corpse with the head in the picture, suddenly the picture quality
drops by 90%. That is a sure sign of tampering.

Why is the picture quality so good in the first photo but so poor in the second? Same day, same body, same
camera. What happened? Total eclipse of the Sun? Passing comet?

But let's return to the photos of Tate from the house. Here's another one of her by the couch, from another angle.
Again, they have jacked with the contrast and resolution, to make the photo look much worse. You can't tell
much from that, and that is how they want it. However, we do see more anomalies. Look at the far upper left
corner. We appear to have a strong line of blood there, or possibly a gash. If we compare that to the main photo
of her by the couch, it looks more like a short cut that is bleeding down. But whatever it is, it is in a band that
goes all the way across her torso, and that is about 3-5 inches under her bra. So let's go to the good photo to take
a look.

Since she is flipped, we should see the cut starting down by the rope and then running up. We can see a clear 6-8
inches below the bra, and there is nothing there. Same with the coroner's photo. Nothing there.
But back to the previous photos. Let's compare them side by side.

For a change of pace, let's study the rope and matchbooks. I don't know that anyone has ever done that. In the
second photo, her wrist is right on the rope, and there are several matchbooks between the rope and the couch.
[You may want to study the larger image above, to con firm that.] But no matchbook beyond the rope, by her
hand. Now go to the first photo. Her wrist is at least six inches from the rope, and we see a matchbook beyond
the rope, next to her hand. Now, the change in angles can affect this greatly, I will admit. It is just possible her
hand is blocking our view of the single matchbook, in photo 2. However, the change in angles could not move
the rope six inches, making it look like it is under her wrist. The rope in picture 2 is clearly very near her wrist,
and no change of angle could affect that greatly. In picture 1, it is nowhere near her wrist.
She has moved! That position would be quite dif ficult to maintain for any length of time. Try it. Your arm
starts to go to sleep within minutes. She has shifted, and gone back to a similar but not identical spot, relative to
that rope.

That's a very strange photo I found on the internet, with no caption. Looks like a remake or a more recent
movie, since nothing is right. The hair is wrong, the face is wrong, the face wounds are wrong, the pose is
wrong, the table is wrong, the carpet is wrong, the couch is wrong, the rope is wrong, etc.
For more bad photos, we can look at this one said to be Wojciech Frykowski.

Does that look like any real photo you have ever seen? He's in the shadow of that tree, as we can clearly see
from the top edge of the photo, where we see the dark meet the light. So why is he unnaturally and evenly lit?
Why is there a medium tone all the way around him, like an aura? Why does his far hand disappear into the
ground? Why is there a shadow along his near arm, when he is already in the shadow of the tree? There must
have been multiple visual anomalies there, and someone decided the best way to deal with it was to just hit it
with as many screens as possible. Although we are quite near his head, there is no one in the world who could
identify that man.
There is a gruesome autopsy photo of Frykowski, but it is so absurd I don't even need to show it to you. The
head is way too small for the body, and it doesn't resemble Frykowski at all.
Which is a good lead-in to the Frykowski problem. Remember that I said there is a Jerzy Frykowski still in
Europe, working as a production manager. He is said to be the younger brother of Wojciech. Unfortunately,
there are no photos of this Jerzy Frykowski on the internet, which is odd. Why not? Well, consider the fact that
Wojciech Frykowski's idol was Jerzy Kosinski, the Polish-American novelist who wrote The Painted Bird and
Being There. Frykowski is said to have been an “old friend of Kosinski.” At the time of his alleged death,
Wojciech was trying to become a novelist like Kosinski. If Wojciech needed to change his name, the easiest
thing to do would be to change it to the name of his idol. So I propose that after the fake Tate murders,
Wojciech changed his name to Jerzy and moved back to Poland. There is no younger brother, which is why we
don't see any pictures of him. Someone might notice he looks exactly like his older brother. You see how easy
it is? You don't even have to change your last name. You can fake your death, return to your home country, and
change only your first name, and no one knows or cares.
Also of interest is the fact that Frykowski was said to be cremated. That prevents a later disinterment in any
investigation. I would say the best guess is that Frykowski was always involved in the Polish equivalent of our
Lookout Mountain. In other words, he was a member of the film/propaganda wing of the Polish secret service,
along with Polanski and probably Kosinski.
The character assassination and death of Kosinski are also probably related to Frykowski. In 1977, Kosinski
began writing about the Tate murders, starting with his book Blind Date. Soon after that, he began seeing
himself accused of plagiarism and of being a CIA operative. In a defense of Kosinski in the New York Times in
1982, John Corry replied that these accusations were a disinformation campaign coming out of Poland. Were
they perhaps originating with Frykowski? Kosinski couldn't say so without spilling the whole story, and he
never did that. However, the fear that he might do so appears to have put his life in danger. He died in 1991 at
age 57 under mysterious circumstances. He was found in a half-filled bathtub with a plastic shopping bag
around his head. They ruled it a suicide, but deaths like that are normally paid hits. No one commits suicide like
that.

Because Kosinski was one of the few that could have blown the whistle on the Tate murders, they had to initially
discredit him and finally get rid of him. In the early 70s he was a famous writer, internationally acclaimed, and
he would have been listened to. He was known to be a friend of Frykowski and Polanski. He made the mistake
of adding to the story early on, claiming that he missed being murdered only because his luggage was lost in the
airport or something. Polanski was forced to respond to this claim, which apparently pissed some people off. It
was all downhill from there for Kosinski, who appears to have been targeted by the Polish ma fia or by our own
boys. Either that or they faked his death, too, and sent him down to Brazil to live with the rest. We don't know,
but it is another piece of the puzzle you never see.

Part 7: the Switch

Now that you have in your head the idea that a man can pose as his non-existent younger brother, try the idea
that a woman can pose as her non-existent younger sister. We are told that Sharon Tate has two younger sisters,
Debra and Patti. Debra is 9 years younger and Patti is 15 years younger. That first picture above is tagged as
Sharon and Patti, but that must be wrong. The second picture is supposed to be Sharon with Santa Claus, and
that is obviously the same little girl as in the first picture. So the first picture must be Doris (the mother) and
Sharon, not Sharon and Patti. We can tell that from the clothes, which are late 40s styles, not early 60s. Look at
the hat. That isn't a 60s hat.
This one is also tagged Sharon and Patti:

How come that little girl looks nothing like the previous little girl, like Patti, or like a Tate sister? All three Tates
were gorgeous. This is supposed to be all three sisters:

That's a paste-up if I have ever seen one. Why is the baby's face so much whiter than Sharon's and Debra's?
Why does Sharon have a dark cloud around her head? If that is a shadow on the backcloth behind, why is her
head casting a shadow but not her shoulder? Why is she casting a shadow straight back on the cloth, but the
baby isn't casting a shadow straight back on her? And why is there a lighter halo around Sharon, between her
head and the dark shadow? That's a paste line, from before they had photoshop. That faked photo destroys the
entire plot, by itself. If they were really sisters, there would be genuine photos. The only reason to paste-up a
photo like that is because there aren't any real photos of them.

That is supposed to be all three sisters. But again, the youngest girl doesn't look like Patti or like the other
sisters. People have friends and cousins, you know. I think we need something better than that. But notice the
age difference between “Patti” and Debra. Considerable. Remember that for later.
Here is a picture at Sharon's alleged funeral.

Some websites tag that as Polanski with the mother Doris Tate and sister Patti Tate. Two things are wrong there,
however. One, where is Debra? We see only one sister, which is curious. Also, Patti should have been 11 years
old here. Does that girl look eleven? No, she looks about 15-17, which was Debra's age then. That isn't Patti, it
is Debra. There is no Patti. Other websites tag that photo as Debra.

Another one. Still no Patti. Two different photographers, and neither one bothered to get both sisters in the
shot? And another:

And another:

Here's the only picture I could find of two girls together at the funeral:

Those two girls aren't six years apart. As we see in the video itself, they are the same height and the same size.
It is the second girl that is in the other four photos, since she has short sleeves and a lace collar. Study the other
four photos above. That girl is about 17, not 11.
I encourage you to watch the NBC archived video of the funeral (on youtube many times), where you see Debra.
Her hair is light chestnut-brown and she looks 15-17. There is no one there who looks 11. If Patti were there,
she would be with her sister or mother, wouldn't she? She isn't. There is no record of a Patti Tate before 1970.
I recommend you watch the NBC archived video, but please notice how it has been edited. It is chopped in a
million places. You see very little of value, and that is not an accident. You gets lots of footage of the backs of
people's heads, but very little footage where you can see anything. They have even installed a fake counter on
top of the footage to make you think you are getting some sort of original feed.
Again, some have said that there are two girls at the funeral, but the other girl with Debra in a couple of frames
is not six years younger. They look the same age. They may be one or two years apart, but never six. That
other girl is either a cousin, a niece, or a hire. Following that idea, we may ask if Sharon had a cousin or niece
about that age. She did. Here is a picture from 2008, of Sharon's cousin Pam Turner at Susan Atkins' parole
hearing.

How old would you say that woman is? I would guess around 55. She may be older, but she has a good dyejob. Which makes her around 16 in 1969. We have a match. A 16 year old cousin would almost certainly have
come to the funeral. This older woman even looks like the young girl—with the same face shape and the same
nose—and we could call it a probable match from that alone.
Other facts: Sharon was 26 when she allegedly died. She was supposed to be 15 years older than Patti. So we
are supposed to believe that mother Doris had one girl, then had another girl 9 years later, then another 6 years
after that? Not impossible, but unlikely.

When Patti/Sharon allegedly died of breast cancer in 2000, she was said to be cremated. This prevents there
being two bodies of Patti/Sharon, you see. They put Patti/Sharon in Sharon's cof fin, and put any old ashes in
Patti's urn, and the deed is done.

So where did they come up with the name Patti? Well, there was a character on the soap opera Search for
Tomorrow named Patti Tate. She was well known in the 50s and 60s. SFT had just expanded to a half-hour in
1968. Maybe Patti Tate was a favorite character of Sharon.
There are couple of identifying marks of Sharon, by which we can always know it is her. One, she has two
small moles beneath her mouth, on the right side. She normally covers them with make-up, so you won't see
them in all photos or videos. Many photos are also retouched by the studios, removing scars or moles or
pimples. She also has a small mole or big freckle on her left cheek. The last two photos are reversed compared
to the first two. She also has a little scar under her left eye, which Christopher Jones mentioned in his interview.
You can see it clearly in the first and third pictures, going straight down. She had a scar on her left knee. Also a
chicken pox scar on her forehead, which you can see here:

We are told that Sharon had brown eyes, but she didn't. She had hazel eyes. That's a chubby young Sharon with
hazel eyes. You can see both moles and the scar. Hazel eyes can seem to go from light brown to green in
changing light. In blue light they can look faintly blue. They generally have more yellow or gold in them than
brown eyes. It is not surprising we are told Sharon had brown eyes, since hazel eyes are very often mistaken for
brown. Many people don't even know what hazel eyes are. And in photos, the difference is subtle. Unless the
photo is perfectly color-balanced, the eye color may not be correct. In a majority of cases, you couldn't tell
brown eyes from hazel in a photo. I had to look through quite a few photos of Sharon before I found the one
above, which has enough resolution for us to see that her eyes are hazel.

I also found this one, which is even better. The bright light from the snow washes out her eye color, making it
very obvious they are hazel. Brown eyes never look like that. It is also worth noting that hazel eyes are easier to
change with blue contacts than brown eyes. Since the irises of hazel eyes are lighter, the color can be covered
more easily. It is sort of like hair coloring. It is easier to change blonde hair to brown than to change brown hair
to blonde. It is always easier to go from light to dark than dark to light.
What color eyes does Patti have? Very dif ficult to tell from the internet. Some say she had blue eyes, but they
may have been blue contacts. Let's look at the only decent photo we have of her on the web.

Could be either blue, green, gray or hazel. Not obviously blue, but the left eye looks bluer than the right, due to
the way it is lit. The right eye could be called hazel, at a stretch. Patti is wearing bright blue (I cropped the
photo) and the room is very blue, and eyes re flect colors around them. Blue eyes should look very blue in that
situation, and these don't. But we do see very light irises, like in the last picture above of Sharon. That's fairly
rare, even with blue eyed people. Eyes of all colors rarely have this much translucence. Could be a match, but I
would say this test is inconclusive. So we will keep looking.
Sharon also had a very distinctive left ear, which was sort of el fish. It is flat across the top and has a little nick
just below that, on the outside. You can see this most easily in her cruise interview after Valley of the Dolls.
You can also see it here:

You may be interested to know that Sherlock Holmes identi fied one of his suspects by noticing her ears. In
Dressed to Kill, Basil Rathbone recognizes Patricia Morison by her ears, although she is in a charwoman's
costume and a wig.

Before we get to the final clue, let us study the information on Patti and Debra on the internet. We know that as
adults Debra and Sharon didn't look much alike. But Patti looked exactly like Sharon? Everyone admits that,
but no one asks any questions. Curious. Patti is supposed to have married Don Ford in 1978, having three kids
with him. There are no pictures of Don Ford and Patti Tate together online. He was a famous basketball player,
very handsome, and she was a famous beauty, but no pictures of them survive? No paparazzi were interested?
Either the marriage never happened or it has been scrubbed. But she also is said to have been the domestic
partner—read lesbian lover—of Alisa Statman. Statman just happens to be a film director like Polanski. In a
CNN article from 2012, Statman claims she stole two blue boxes of photos, slides and negatives from a detective
who worked on the Tate murders. She is now using these in her new book, called Restless Souls. That story is
obviously fiction, so we can assume that Statman is yet another FBI or CIA creation, put there to spread more
confusion. There are no pictures of Statman with Patti Tate online.
Patti Tate is also said to have been the lesbian lover of Robin Olson. She apparently was with both Olson and
Statman in the 1990's, after she split with Don Ford in 1992. We are told she left her kids with Statman instead
of with her sister Debra. Right.
In her commentary on Restless Souls—which she has threatened to sue Statman over—Debra Tate says that
“Patti had few substantial memories of Sharon” and that “Patti could remember little” about the funeral. No
wonder, since she wasn't there. She didn't exist.
Debra was disinherited by her father, though no one really knows why. They weren't close. We must assume
Debra didn't like her father, and knowing what we now know, we can see why. The family was used to promote
a fascist cause—the suppression of the anti-war movement—and perhaps Debra wasn't happy with her role in
that. Being young, she would have had no say in it. But she has never been free to tell the truth or to walk away.
She has probably been threatened and watched all her life. That would age you, too.
Paul Tate was cremated, like many other players in this saga, although he had requested to be buried at Holy
Cross with the rest of the family. However, his ashes are not Holy Cross, either. Patti Tate's ashes are said to be
buried there, but not his. Neither is there any memorial to him, not even a line on the family gravestone.
Furthermore, Debra refused to give him a military funeral. Others planned one, but she refused to sign the forms
necessary. She also refused to pay for his cremation, and left his ashes at the mortuary for months until the
estate was forced to pay for them.

Patti Tate has an even bigger problem. Although she has a gravestone claiming she died in 2000, there is no
government record of it. We are told she was born October 30, 1957 and died June 3, 2000. According to
CheckMate, Patricia G. Ford, nee Tate, kin to Debra and Don Ford, is 56 years old and still living in California.
According to dobsearch.com, no one by that name was born or died on those dates. According to fold3.com, no
one by that name died in that year. According to the Social Security Death Index SSDI, no one by that name
died in that year. According to the California Birth Index, no one by that name was born in that year. Even
stranger, Ancestry.com and several other sites seemed to block any search on that name. So Patti Tate not only
has no government record of her death, she has no government record of her birth. She is a complete phantom.
Amazingly, so is Sharon Tate. There is no SSDI card in 1969 for Sharon Tate or Sharon Polanski!
According to the webmaster at Manson.freeforums, Sharon's SS# is 452-74-4733, so you can look it up yourself.
It is also on her death certi ficate, of course. The webmaster seems to be misdirecting, since he gives you a link
to California death records and recommends you use Polanski for her last name instead of Tate. But if you do
that you still get no death record. But we do get some good information, since the original poster in this forum
tells us that none of those allegedly killed that night are listed at SSDI, except Leno Labianca. That con firms the
analysis in this paper.

Those are some early pictures of Debra, although some have been tagged as Patti on the internet. The first one is
reversed. The second one is tagged Patti on Tumblr, but the History Channel tells us that is Debra. Notice her
left eye is higher than her right eye. Sharon/Patti has this trait as well, but it is less pronounced with her. With
Sharon/Patti, this trait became more pronounced as she aged, as is often the case. Both these photos have been
tagged as Patti, the second one because she appears to have blue eyes. But the third one appears to have brown
eyes, and it is obviously the same person, with the same haircut. Either she is wearing blue contacts in the
second one, or the photo has been manipulated. The person in these two photos is the same, and is the same as
the person in the black and white photo. The girl on the beach is inconclusive, but it certainly isn't Patti. It is
probably Debra, but may be a cousin.
Here's another one tagged Patti that is obviously Debra:

There are almost no pictures of Patti on the internet, as you would expect. There are no close-ups or headshots,
other than the one above. And there are none until she starts to get older. None in her twenties or early thirties.
That seems odd until you think about it. Sharon couldn't pop back on TV in the mid 1970s, claiming to be Patti.
Patti would have been 18 in 1976. Although Sharon was aging very well, she didn't look 18. If we move ahead
to 1982, Sharon would be 39 trying to play 24. Still too early. If we move ahead to 1992, Sharon would be 49
trying to play 34. That is do-able. Actresses do it all the time. With good makeup and good haircoloring (and
very good genes), a naturally beautiful woman can achieve that. And that is when Patti emerged. The
interviews you see on youtube are from 1992-1994. I found a picture from an earlier interview, but the interview
itself appears to have been scrubbed.

Let's say that interview was from around 1990. She looks fantastic, as I think we can all agree, but she doesn't
really look 32. She looks like a gorgeous 40-45. The eyelids tell us that by themselves, as well as the falling
cheeks. Sharon was 47 in 1990, so she must have stopped smoking and doing drugs. She was getting her sleep,
apparently.
None of the existing pictures or videos of Patti are of a quality where we could see scars or moles. But we do
get this clue, left by someone who wants the truth to come out:

That is Patti/Sharon in front of a picture of Sharon, in about 1992. You can see that the resemblance is very
close. Most can see that it is the same person, even without being given the clue. Patti/Sharon just wears less
make-up than Sharon did. Patti/Sharon didn't even have to change her hair color, even though neither Sharon
nor Patti are natural blondes. Patti/Sharon wanted to become a blonde again, and after a certain amount of time,
she felt free to do so. She felt secure enough to do whatever she wanted, including going on TV and doing
interviews. Unfortunately, she made one mistake. She went on TV with her hair up, and I saw her left ear.

If you go to the interview, notice she tries to keep her right side to the camera. But in a couple of short instances
we can see her left ear. You will say that sisters have the same ears, but they don't. Do you have the same ears
as your siblings? No. Often, the overall shape may be similar, but things like this are individual traits, not
family traits. The shape match all along the outside of the ear in photos one and two is too close to be passed off
as coincidence or family.
Notice that Patti/Sharon coughs twice in the 25 th anniversary interview, which would have been 1994. This
cough is what allows us to see her left ear, since she turns away from the interviewer to cover her mouth. But
what is she saying when she coughs? The first time she says, “I don't think Manson will ever get out of prison
(cough).” The second time she says, “He is not a man that will ever be turned loose on free society—he's just
too dangerous (cough).” These coughs would be read by any psychologist as a sign of stress. Most would say
that just mentioning Manson's name still gives Patti stress. But since this is Sharon, we have a different
interpretation. Sharon knows Manson is just another actor like herself, and that—since 1967—he has never
been in jail. Like everything else, his jail interviews are fake. He comes into the studio when they need him,
that's all (see below). Sharon is coughing to cover up the whopping lie she is telling. Her other lies are
minuscule in comparison to that lie.
While you are studying that interview, I encourage you to compare Patti's voice to Sharon's. You can listen to
Sharon here, at minute 1:09. Sharon's voice as Patti has become a bit rougher with age, but she has the same
pitch and the same pacing and the same in flections. Someone should put a voice analyzer on these videos. You
will say that sisters have the same voices, but of course they don't. Your voice is unique to you.
Which brings us to one final question concerning Sharon in this paper. Patti is said to have died of breast cancer
in 2000, at age 42. Sharon would have been 57. Is Sharon really dead this time, or did she simply want to go
away again? It may be that all the TV appearances in the early 1990s raised some eyebrows, leading others to
ask the questions I am asking. Was she feeling some heat? Did she need to return to Brazil for a few more
years? I don't know. I have nothing to go on. Sharon looked really healthy in the mid 1990s, but she had used
a lot of hair color over the years, as well as other beauty products. These things are known to cause cancer.
That said, the prognosis for recovery from breast cancer is excellent, especially for women under 60. Only about
40 of every 100,000 women die from breast cancer, and most of those are diagnosed late. For myself, I don't
tend to believe anything I read in the papers, and things regarding the Tates least of all. Sharon would be 70 this
year.
Now that we know the answer, so many things fit into place. For instance, the fact that Sharon was 8.5 months
pregnant is admitted but never studied as evidence. Given the story they sold you, it couldn't really be relevant.
It was just an accident, a coincidence. But now we can see it is another major clue. It explains why Sharon was
willing to retire from acting. She was about to have her first child, and she wanted to take care of her child. She

didn't want to be an actress anymore. She was perfectly willing (at the time) to have her death faked, because
she was perfectly happy at the new anonymity it would afford her. It would allow her to retire with her family
and not be bothered by fans and the press. She had had her fun in Hollywood, but she now wanted to be a quiet
mom for a while. This plan meshed with that desire so well.
It looks to me like those in Hollywood and music have long had an escape clause. When they sign the initial
contracts or first discover that the film and music industries are just arms of Intelligence, they are told they can
later get out if they want. Many in the industry never develop qualms. They enjoy working with Intelligence
and have no desire to quit. But Intelligence will work temporarily even with those who do develop regrets.
They don't have to murder anyone who wants out. Most just retire and fade away. But for the most famous, that
isn't a viable option. They can't fade away because they simply have too many fans. Intelligence can help with
that. A faked death can easily solve that problem. This is what happened to many many stars, more than you
think. Not only Elvis and Jim Morrison and John Lennon, but a large percentage of all the other deaths you
know of.
Very few Hollywood deaths actually occurred, and realizing what happened here may help you
unwind any other death you may have questions about.
The faked death suits Intelligence very well, too, since it immediately creates plausible deniability. You may ask
yourself what happens if a very famous person threatens to squeal on the whole project. Does Intelligence need
to kill them to prevent exposure? No. Even then, a faked death solves the problem in a much cleaner manner.
For instance, say Elvis showed up today and started spilling the beans on everything. All Intelligence has to do
is say, “That's not Elvis. Everyone knows Elvis is dead.” Then they take Elvis, put him in an Institution for a
few months until he sobers up, and let him go. Problem solved, and no blood on anyone's hands.
Now that we have reached the end, let's ask how many people would have to be controlled to make the Tate
event happen. I will be told that conspiracies like this would require hundreds to be controlled, but that simply
isn't true. Outside of the willing accomplices, this could have been pulled with minimal outside knowledge.
Most people don't understand how little it really takes. A handful in the police department would have to be paid
off or coerced, the coroner would have to be paid off, and a select number of hippie girls would have to be
controlled one way or the other. And that's about it. Those in the FBI or CIA don't have to be controlled, since
they are just doing their jobs. And they control all the information. They control what is told to the press. They
control what is told to police of ficers. They control what is told to attorneys and judges. Even the prosecuting
attorney Bugliosi may not know what really happened, since he always relied on information provided to him.
Most people accept what they are told, and that includes most of ficials. If you control the crime scene and the
information, you control the whole event. We then add a few who have to be controlled in the mop-up: those
who see something or figure something out. But that is limited to a handful, and they can normally be kept quiet
with nothing more than a threat. That is precisely what we have seen with the Tate murders, and indeed with all
other big media events. Almost no one in any capacity ever questioned the story, and those few who did couldn't
navigate the evidence.

Part 8: the “Prisoners”
In closing, let's bookend this investigation by looking at Manson one last time. We have seen that Sharon Tate
wasn't where we thought she was for the past 40 years. Has Manson been where we thought he was? Here is a
recent picture of Manson.

The date is right there for you. Do you see a problem? Prisons don't allow beards like that. Beards used to have
to be trimmed to ½ inch, but since 1998 they have been disallowed in California State Prisons. Manson was
originally in Vacaville and San Quentin, but he was transferred to Corcoran in 1989, a California State Prison.
So the question we should have is, “Is Manson really in prison at all?” Or do they just ask him to come in every
couple of years so they can take his picture with a printed card? Ask yourself this: Do we have any evidence—
evidence that wouldn't be easy to fake—that Manson is really living at Corcoran? If they can fake all these
deaths, they can fake a few people being in prison. If you don't think so, I encourage you to study John
Hinckley, who allegedly shot Reagan in 1981. You can find out the truth there without doing much research.
Mainstream sources admit that Hinckley, the son of a rich friend of the Bushes, never went to jail, was being
released into the care of his mother within a few years, and that during the last decade he has spent almost as
much time at home as in the cushy psychiatric hospital. Since 2009, he has been given a dozen home visits of
10 days at a time. Do the math and you find that is 1/3 rd of the year. He is also allowed to drive! Most people
assume Hinckley is serving a life term, and they have always been wrong. Most people assume Manson is
serving a life term. Are they right? We don't know. They make little movies about Manson every few years,
and release some pictures, but as we have seen, those things can be faked as easily as a 15-second commercial
for Rice-a-roni. Manson could be living in Big Sur in a house on the beach, for all we know.

Another obvious problem there. Do you see it? Compare the 1971 to the 2009 photo. Manson has had an ear
tuck on his right ear. Do you really think the State of California paid for or allowed an ear tuck? State prisons
pay for necessary health care, but not for elective cosmetic (vanity) surgery.
How many interviews has Manson done since 1970? Twenty, thirty, more? Don't you think it is odd that
Manson has appeared with Nuel Emmons, Charlie Rose, Tom Snyder, Diane Sawyer, Geraldo, Ron Reagan, Jr.,
Penny Daniels, Heidi Schulman, Michal BenHorin, and many others? I encourage you listen to all of them
closely. For a start, go to the very first, his 1972 interview on San Quentin death row, which is ridiculous from
the first frame. First we see Manson getting his dinner. Manson refuses his dinner and asks the server to give
his steak to Mike next door. So they serve steak every night at San Quentin, I guess, and prisoners can request
their meals be given to other prisoners? They expect us to believe this? Then, when the interview starts, the
interviewer just sticks his microphone up to the bars. Do you really think journalists and camera crews are
allowed to interview and film death row inmates inside the cell block? Of course not, which is why in future
interviews they decided to bring Manson into an interview room of some sort, to make it look slightly more
believable. The last thing Manson says in that first interview is, “I believe what I'm told to believe. Don't you?”
They were fucking with us even then. They don't feel compelled to make these interviews believable—since
they just assume the audience knows nothing about nothing—but they are quite willing to insert their own
private jokes. As they are brainwashing you, they laugh and ask you if enjoy being brainwashed.
Even after they moved the interview and camera crew into a private room in later films, the thing was still a
farce, since level 1 prisoners like Manson are not allowed to talk to anyone except their attorneys, clergy, or law
enforcement. This is the common rule in all state prisons across the country, and has been for decades. Anytime
you see an interview with a convicted mass murderer/torturer, you should ask how such an interview is possible.

I encourage you to watch again the 1988 Geraldo interview with Manson. It starts out with a pan of the room,
and we see the film crew strolling around. One bored cop is by the door, not even looking towards Manson.
Everyone, including Geraldo, appears to be suppressing a smile. Manson is wearing bluejeans and a brown
shirt, and is sporting a longish beard with long hair. I paused there at 16 seconds into an hour-long interview,
and I already knew it was fake. This is Charles Manson, folks: supposedly one of the most dangerous men
alive. This is the guy who lunged over the court tables and supposedly tried to get at his judge with a sharp
pencil. But here he is with Geraldo, and Manson has no handcuffs on, no security is near him, he is not wearing
prison clothes, he is not shaved or shorn like a prisoner, and he is acting like he is in control of the script (which
he may have been). He is ordering the cameramen around. They simply do not let level I prisoners do
interviews like this. If Manson were who we have been told he is, he could kill Geraldo with one punch to the
throat or one jerk of his chin. Instead, we see Geraldo leaning in, his head less than a foot away from Manson.
They are literally knee to knee. No table is between them. We see Geraldo covering a chuckle at second 26.
Anyone who thinks this is a real interview with a mass murderer has done too many acid trips themselves.

The 1989 Penny Daniels interview is also a flying farce, since Manson comes in wearing a wide-collar hippie
shirt, dark sunglasses, Converse sneakers, and a beard that is at least 3 inches long. He's also still wearing his
leather “thong” necklace. None of that is regulation prison attire. You may want to check Penny Daniels' bio
and Wikipedia page. Although this is by far the biggest thing she ever did, it isn't mentioned. Manson walks
into the interview room thinking he has an interview with someone from France. He is like some movie-star at
Cannes who can't keep up with all his worldwide interviews. He should travel with a booking agent. He then
tells the prison administrator who is present to sit down and shut up. He tells him he is just a “lockman” and that
he doesn't have any power there. Very amusing theater, but no more than that. Outrageously unbelievable in
every way. You also should notice that Manson's face and hands show no indication of the third-degree burns he
was supposed to have suffered at Vacaville in 1984, when he was allegedly doused in paint thinner and set on
fire. Third-degree burns require excision and always scar badly, but we see nothing like that. You will say the
scars are beneath the beard, but beards don't grow over third-degree burned skin, especially not thick healthy
beards like we see on Manson. Also see minute 8:40, where we see Manson's right hand very clearly. Doesn't
look like a jail hand, since it is clean and well manicured. Also no scarring. Also, a gold pinky ring. Not
allowed in jail. At 22:30 we see the left hand as well: no scarring. As smooth as a girl's hand.

Manson does give away some information, though. He tells us he knew Lynette Fromme from before 1967. He
tries to cover by saying he knew her in a dream, but he is obviously rattled for a moment, realizing he has said
something he shouldn't have. According to the standard story, he wasn't supposed to meet Fromme until 1967,
after he had been out of prison some months. This implies that Manson's earlier prison record may be faked or
padded as well. Knowing what we now know, that doesn't take much believing.
I also encourage you to listen closely to Manson's “Sneakyville” speech, reproduced several times on youtube.
Do you hear a problem? Although the audio is pretty well synched to the video, that isn't Manson's voice. It
sounds more like Henry Fonda or Peter Coyote. I don't know why they would replace the audio, since Manson
is very able to do his own audio. Maybe they lost the audio.
The Nuel Emmons “backporch interview” in 1979 is also ridiculous. First we have to ask, “Who in hell is Nuel
Emmons?” Have you ever heard of anyone named Nuel? I found two other first names of Nuel on the internet,
but they both looked fake as well. Nuel Emmons is another phantom, with no history other than his work with

Manson. We have these interviews and a book in 1986, and other than that Nuel Emmons didn't exist. It looks
like an anagram to me. I would say it is meant to be an anagram of Emmanuelson, which is both a lengthening
of Manson and a reminder that Manson claims to be the son of God. Emmanuel-son. Nuel Emmons isn't a real
person, it is just an alter-ego of Manson. Manson himself may be the writer of these scripts.

We see more theater in the later 1992 interview with Michal Ben Horin, by which time they have lost any last
sliver of respect for the whole charade. They dress the young female interviewer like Victor Victoria, and
expect you to believe her real name is Ben Horin, as if she is Jewish or something. It is all an inside joke, and
not even a subtle one. It was a toss up whether to name her Michal Ben Horin or Michal Ben Dover. Do a
websearch, and you see she has no presence before or after 1992. We are to believe she has done nothing except
that one interview 20 years ago. We do, however, get the continuation of the joke with another Michael Ben
Horin, who is a more recent “terrorist” praying for the death of Ariel Sharon.

Get it? Ariel Sharon, Sharon Tate? And see how this Michael Ben Horin is given his own Charlie Manson
beard, to go with his death-camp shirt and star? Hilarious, right?
For more of the same kind of jokes, you can research John Aes-Nihil, which is the fake name of a fake director
who supposedly produced the fake Manson Family Movies in 1984. These are faux home movies made to look
like the Manson family shot the movies of themselves. They even made up reviews. One of them is, “Looks
like the real thing,” signed Kenneth Anger. To get that joke, though, you have to know who Kenneth Anger is.
Anger is a fake Crowley Satanist who made a lot of propaganda movies on the occult, homosexuality, and
surrealism back in the 50's and 60's. But to understand what he was really up to, you simply have to look at the
date of his first film Fireworks, which came out in 1947. Remember that date? That is year one of the CIA.
Whenever you see Crowley or Satanism, you can substitute CIA or MI6 instead. Anger was one of the top guys
at Lookout Mountain from the beginning, producing their “raciest” propaganda. So for Anger to be quoted as
saying, “looks like the real thing,” is doubly and triply rich. They might as well have two thumbs up from
Goebbels and Riefenstahl, “looks like first-rate agitprop to us!”
Somehow, this fake person Aes-Nihil was also able to get a series of interviews with Manson between 1972 and
1979, which, like everything else, you can see on youtube. This despite the fact that we know he wasn't allowed
visitors. In a 1975, in a telephone interview with Sandra Good, both Good and the reporter admit that Manson
was not allowed visitors, much less interviews with filmmakers. Nihil is the Latin word for “nothing,” and Aes
is the Latin word for “brass,” as in the phrase, aes alienum, “another person's money.” So Aes-Nihil translates
as “money for nothing,” as in the Dire Straits song from 1985. Aes-Nihil probably is Kenneth Anger, but if he

isn't, he is just another director at the still-busy Lookout Mountain Film Laboratory, aka Hollywood.
Now maybe you understand why the people running these events decided to go ahead with 9/11 and everything
since. By the late 1990s they could see that no matter how outrageous their stunts and jokes became, no one was
catching on. Even the most revolutionary conspiracy theorists were clueless, missing everything. No one had
even come close to figuring anything out, even though the perpetrators were leaving clues everywhere in plain
sight, bigger every year. When people are so stupid they don't even know you are fucking with them, it isn't fun
anymore. It isn't fun being a bad guy when no one even knows how bad you are. That is why they have
graduated to 9/11 and Sandy Hook and everything in between. They need to be noticed. They need to be
appreciated as bad guys. Just as I need my audience and you need yours, they need their audience. They need
someone to get the jokes. Just as Moriarty needed Sherlock Holmes, these people need me. Even if I don't fully
appreciate their sick jokes, at least I get them. I don't have to like them or even respect them, but it is important
that I see them. No one likes to be fully invisible. Even the spooks don't like to be fully invisible. They like to
get away with everything, but it is much preferable to be visible while you are getting away with it, don't you
see? Any fool can get away with an invisible crime. It takes someone really clever to get away with a visible
crime. Or this is the way they think.
The latest Manson psy-op was in 2011, when Vanity Fair Spain did a radio interview with him.

This picture ran with the story. That's supposed to be Manson with Star and Gray Wolf, two “secretaries” who
help him publish his ideas through ATWA—which stands for Air, Trees, Water, Animals. We are told he plans
to marry the 25-year-old Star.
They never quit. They respect your intelligence so little they continue the farce to this day. Level 1 prisoners
are not allowed visits from strangers like this. They also aren't allowed radio interviews with Vanity Fair. If
Manson were a real prisoner, he would be allowed to talk to his attorney, his immediate real family (by blood or
previous marriage), or law enforcement. He is not allowed to pose for pictures with CIA agents posing as
hippies. He is not allowed a beard. He is not allowed to wear a kerchief around his neck. He is not allowed the
two rings on his left hand. He is not allowed to take a wife, and even if he were he would be allowed to talk to
her only through plexiglas. He would not be allowed conjugal visits even from an original wife, and especially
not from a new wife.
And the whole ATWA website is just one more pathetic attempt to slander the environmental movement. Star
looks like Susan Atkins (40 years ago), and now that Atkins is supposedly dead, they needed a replacement.
Crazy girl actress of the hour, hired from SAG.
[Update, December 2014. They are going ahead with this wedding charade, although it wouldn't do Manson any
good even if all this were real. He wouldn't get conjugal visits, so what's the point? Anyway, the Los Angeles
Times has now printed the marriage license, giving us the latest clue.

Apparently they are telling us Manson is living in Santa Barbara. It is his “ fiancée” Afton that lives in Corcoran,
according to the certi ficate. You will tell me they just accidentally switched them. Maybe, but I take it as their
latest tipping of their hand to us. If you live in Santa Barbara, keep your eyes open. That guy you just thought
looked like Charlie may actually be him.]
This last bit of info lead us to ask who Charles Manson really was. If he wasn't the crazy ex-con we have been
sold, who was he? Well, we saw above that Sharon Tate's dad was a colonel in Military Intelligence. Turns out
Charles Manson's real father was also a colonel, Colonel Walker Scott. He had worked for the Baltimore and
Ohio Railway, and was a member of the Elks Lodge. Manson's paternal grandmother's name was Gladys Kline.
Scott allegedly died at age 44 in Ashland, Kentucky.
The B&O Railway was at that time merged with the C&O Railway, under the control of Cyrus Eaton. Eaton
was a protégé of John D. Rockefeller. He also likely had Intelligence connections, which we can see from his
foundation of the Pugwash Conferences in 1957. These conferences on Sciences and World Affairs were put
together after the Russell-Einstein Manifesto of 1955, both of which sought solutions to global security threats,
including nuclear threats. In other words, it was all another propaganda project.
The Elks are a Masonic-type lodge, probably allied to the Freemasons. The only difference is they can have
alcohol on premises. The Elks were started right after the Civil War, and I assume they are an Intelligence front.
The name Gladys Kline is almost certainly Jewish, and we can tell that by the first name as well as the last. You
may be interested to know that Elvis' mother was named Gladys as well, and that she was also Jewish. See the
Star of David on her original tombstone. Kevin Kline is Jewish on his father's side.
Ashland, KY, is the home of two military bases. Manson's half-brother Walker Scott, Jr. was also a colonel,
stationed at Sampson AFB in New York. Manson also had an aunt from this family, Mrs. Mae Cooksey, who
lived in Long Beach, CA. She was married to Corporal Alton Bert Cooksey. He is also buried in Ashland, so
we have to ask what they were doing in Long Beach. Well, the Port of Long Beach is one of the world's largest
shipping ports—with a Navy presence as well—so Bert Cooksey was probably a technician there. This would
have made him a Marine corporal, which connected him to the Navy, which may have connected him to Jay
Sebring and Colonel Paul Tate. If that is true, that would give us only two degrees of separation between
Manson, Tate, and Sebring. But regardless, we have seen that Manson's father and half-brother were both
colonels, which is strange enough in itself. Also strange is that they never tell you that in the mainstream bios.
Before we leave Manson, I draw your attention to a final anomaly on the marriage license above. Note that his
birth date is listed as 11/11/34. That is curious for two reasons: one, 11/11 is a favorite number of Intel. They
use it as a signal or as numerology in their events, along with 33 and 88. Two, the date is curious because it is
wrong: the date listed on his mainstream bio is 11/12/34.
[Addendum July 30, 2017: I have said a couple of times above that Manson may have been a guy they pulled
from jail with some acting skills, but as I got further into the paper we could both see that wasn't the case. The
section above shows he was not in jail after the event, so he was probably not in jail before it, either. He was an

actor all along, so his early bio appears to be a complete fake. In the years after writing this paper, I have done a
lot of genealogy work on famous people of all kinds, showing that most of them come from the upper reaches of
the British peerage. As it turns out, the same applies to Manson. They didn't even bother to change his name,
assuming you wouldn't be able to do the fairly simple research tying him to nobility. All we have to do is go to
thepeerage.com and search on the names Manson and Milles. Milles is his middle name, remember? It is
actually the name Milles that got me into this, since I tripped over it in the peerage while doing research on other
people. There are 37 people in the peerage with the surname Milles, including the 2 nd Earl Sondes. He fought in
the Boer War, in the 33rd company. His mother was a Strac(h)ey (daughter of the 5th Baronet) and his
grandmother was Diana Scott. Remember, a Colonel Scott was Charles Manson's father. Diana Scott also
married a Baronet Stracey, and his mother was a Lathom (Latham—see my paper on F. Scott Fitzgerald).
These people were also related to the Clarkes, the Gores, the Lees, the Pitts (Brad Pitt), the Brydges (Jeff
Bridges), and the Baronets Hawkins. The Lees were the Earls of Lich field, which linked them to King Charles
II. They were also related to the Capells, Earls of Essex, and through them to the Russells, Dukes of Bedford.
They were also related to the Barons Bentinck, and through them to the Seymours, Charltons, Hughes, and
Liddells. This probably links us to Charlton Heston. The Liddells were Earls of Ravensworth at this time,
linking us again to the Seymours and also to the Hamiltons. Also related to the Simpsons, Bowes-Lyons,
Middletons and Morgans. Through the Bentincks we are linked to the Rathbornes, the Winchesters, the de
Veres, the Beauclerks, and the Johnstones (Baronets of Westerhall). Also to the Murrays, Lords Elibank (think
Bill Murray). Also to the Pirries, and through them to the McVeighs (think Timothy McVeigh). The Johnstones
link us to the Berkeleys, Kings, Parsons, Hickes, Fitzgeralds, Moores, Sheridans, Morisons and Gordons.
The Straceys link us to the Steenbergens (Mary Steenbergen), the Greys, the Noels, the Bloom fields, the
Vaughans, the Pagets, the Villiers, the Rollos, the Hills, the Balfours, the Bennets, the Bartletts, the Robinsons
(Earls of Ripon), the Eggers, the Careys (Jim Carrey?), the Herberts, the Lindsays, the Woods, the Stewarts, the
Sheppards, the Drummonds, the Hindenburgs, the Bacons (Kevin Bacon), the Hawkes (Ethan Hawke) and the
Harleys. Through the Harleys we link to Jane Elizabeth Scott, wife of Lord Byron, giving us a second prominent
link to the surname Scott.
I was looking for a Tate or other name from the Manson event, but didn't find it with the Milles, Earl Sondes.
But I bet you I can. In fact, I only had to go to one more Milles in the peerage—Maj. General Thomas Porder
Milles—to find the Tate we were looking for. This Milles married a Glascott, daughter of a Bourke. One of
these Bourkes was married to a Rice who married a Kindersley. Michael Kindersley Belmont married Virginia
Anne Tate, daughter of George Vernon Tate and Evelyn Chandler, in 1953. George Vernon Tate was the son of
George Booth Tate, which also links us back to John Wilkes Booth. These are the Baronets Tate, who funded
the Tate Galleries, London. I hadn't previously made that link. Any link to Paul Tate has of course been
scrubbed, but my guess is he is related to these Tates. At any rate, I have found a short link between the Tates
and the Milles in the peerage, which is unlikely to be a coincidence. Let us see if we can back that up with other
links.
In fact, we find a lot of supporting evidence in Paul Tate's own genealogy at Wikitree. His grandmother is given
as Della Florence Latham. We just found a Lathom closely related to Milles, Earl Sondes, above. We also find
Lees on both sides of Paul Tate's tree, just a couple of generations back. We also saw Lees closely related to the
Milles and Scotts above. The mainstream bios admit these ancestors of Paul Tate go back to Dandridges of
Virginia, which of course links Tate to George Washington. Paul Tate's mother was a Cleveland, which may
link him to Grover Cleveland. Tate's recent genealogy also contains many other Presidential names, including
Monroe and Madison. [Another thing I just noticed at Geni: Sharon Tate has a half-sister. I found nothing on a
search for that.]
But let's go back to the peerage and look at the name Manson. As a teaser, I remind you that Charles
Lindbergh's real surname was Manson. His grandfather changed it when he came over from Sweden. So
Lindy's real ancestral name was Charles Manson. There are 51 Mansons in the peerage, which we see are
related to Forbes, Spencer and Palmer before even taking the first link. The first one I choose to click on is of
course Dr. Charles Manson. He is too recent to do us any real good, since his granddaughter was born in 2007.
That would give him a birthdate around the time of the Tate/Manson hoax. Which means it is possible he is a
son of Charles Milles Manson—although I found no strong evidence for or against that. These Mansons are
scrubbed, but Dr. Charles Manson's son Eamonn married Lara Don Anstruther-Gough-Calthorpe, daughter of
Niall Hamilton Anstruther-Gough-Calthorpe and Martha Rodman Don. Note the name Hamilton, which we
saw above in the Milles lines. Lara's stepfather is the 2 nd Baronet Nicholson, and his mother is a Murray, of the
Viscounts Elibank. Also note the Murrays of Elibank, since they are in the Milles lines as well. Murray's
mother was Blanche Scott, b. 1845, which gives us a third link to that surname and Charles Milles Manson's
father. These Scotts in the peerage are closely related to the Clarkes and Daniels. The Murrays are also related
to the Montgomerys and the FitzRoys. The Anstruther-Gough-Calthorpes are closely related to the Hubbards,

FitzAlans, and Howards. The Anstruthers were the Baronets Balcaskie, who were related to the Pattons, the
Husseys, the Windsors (Earls of Plymouth), the Herberts (Earls of Powis), and so on.
The second Manson I click on is the Baroness Manson, b. 1932. She is the daughter of Solomon Manson and
Fanny Taylor, and she married Kevin Gould. That is a good start because we can already tell these people are
Jewish. Gould is scrubbed, but that is a Jewish name. In support of that, we find that Solomon Manson's mother
was Rebecca Steinberg. Fanny Taylor is also unlinked, but we may assume she is related to the Taylors we
have researched before, including Liz Taylor and Keanu Reeves' mother. They are from the peerage and are also
crypto-Jews. No other information or links are available for this Baroness Manson, but it is not clear why she
was elevated to the peerage.
Next we click on William Alastair Leslie Manson, who married a Waddinton, daughter of Elspeth Grant, who
was the daughter of Col. Grant, 10th Baronet of Monymusk, and Evelyn Lindsay Wood. Already we have two
hits, since we just saw above the Milles Earls related to both Lindsays and Woods. This indicates Charles Milles
Manson's names are not an accident. These Mansons were related to the Douglases through the Grants, and the
Douglases are way up in the peerage. They are also related to the Costers (Custers? Costners?). The Grants are
related to the Hamiltons and Clarkes, giving us two more links to the Milles Earls. It is through these Grants that
they are related to the Forbes.
This Evelyn Lindsay Wood was the granddaughter of Charlotte Rich, of the Rich Baronets and Admirals. And
they in turn were descended from the Willises (think Bruce Willis), Walters, and Greys. Through the Woods we
link to the Mainwarings and Barretts.
Next we click on Christopher Spencer Manson, son of Joan Lewin and grandson of Violet Hughes-Morgan.
The names Hughes and Morgan again links us to the Milles Earls above. The Morgans link us to the Morgans of
Wales, and to J. P. Morgan. The Lewins also link us to the Holford-Walkers. The Lewins are obviously Jewish
(short for Lewinsky).
Next we click on Forbes Manson, husband of Jane Johnston. He father was Sir William Bacon Johnston, 8th
Baronet of Caskieben. His mother was Maria Bacon. This links us to the Milles Earls two more times, through
the names Johnston and Bacon. That makes eleven hits already.
You need more? There are more. We click on Elizabeth Rose Manson, who married Captain Gordon in 1856.
Her father was Lt. General William Gordon. We saw Gordons above in the Milles line. One of them married a
Scott. That makes twelve hits. Are you really going to arguing that all twelve hits are coincidental?
For lucky thirteen, we can click on Sidney Manson, who married William Sinclair, daughter of Elizabeth
Murray. They were related to the Dunbars and Frasers. We saw the Murrays above.
For fourteen, I give you Louisa Manson who married Lt. Col. Cumberland. His brother Maj. Gen. Cumberland
married Elizabeth King, daughter of William Moss King. This Gen. Cumberland also married a McRoberts,
whose father was John Pomeroy McRoberts. For more on the Pomeroys, see my later paper on John Reed.
Let's go for fifteen. David Manson married Phyllis Ward in 1925. Her grandmother was Alicia Palmer, and
Alicia's son was Maj. George Steuart Ward. The Wards were related to the Crosbies and Hamiltons, which
actually gives us sixteen. Through the Hamiltons we link to the Howards.
Mary Anne Manson married Maj. Cochrane, son of the 9 th Earl of Dundonald. This links us to the Stuarts of
Torrance, which links us to the Murrays again, the Stewarts, the Bruces, the Barnes, the Husseys, the Hepburns,
the Flemings, the Keiths, the Montgomeries, the Hamiltons again, and the Reids.
So, we have proof that the Mansons and Milleses are closely related in the peerage. There is no way Charles
Milles Manson's name can be an accident. I have also shown you how Charles Manson may be related to so
many of his fellow actors in Hollywood.
To see more indication of that, we can go to Charlie's own genealogy, where we find the names Ingram, Lowe,
Holbrook, Maynard, Jackson, Holt, Frazier, Hamilton, and Greenstreet. To start with, we saw the names
Hamilton and Fraser above. Fraser is a variant of Frazier. In my last paper on Ben Franklin, we saw the Holts
were closely related to the Hamiltons in the peerage. The Holts were the Baronets of Manchester, related to the
Stewarts. Also related to the De Veres, the Fawcetts (Farrah Fawcett), the Palmers, the Potters, the Heyworths
(Rita Heyworth), the Graves (Peter Graves), the Durnings (Charles Durning), the Pierreponts, and the Pelham-

Clintons (Dukes of Newcastle-under-Lyne; also see the Clintons, Earls of Lincoln). Most of these families were
from the Liverpool area. Through the name Holbrook, Charlie may be related to Hal Holbrook. Through the
name Lowe, he may be related to Rob Lowe and John Forbes Kerry (see my recent paper on Marx's Wife for
more on that). He may also be related to Sydney Greenstreet.
Charlie's grandmother was an Ingram, and that is another important name from the peerage, with around 300
nameholders. See the Baronets of Swineshead Abbey, also related to the same families, including the Palmers,
the Keith-Falconers, the Turners, the Hamiltons, the Spencers, the Murrays, the Wards, the Herberts, and the
Middletons. More recently (1963), an Ingram in the peerage married a Peczenik. See Steve Pieczenik, born in
Cuba to Russian Jewish parents, now a military spy novelist. Formerly he had high positions in the US State
Department. Currently one of his projects is—in my opinion—in filtrating the Truth movement. He has
appeared on Alex Jones pretending to be a Truther.
For this reason, it looks like they partially scrubbed Charlie's genealogy, but not very well. As usual, of those
people they left in, they didn't change the names. They only changed the places and bios, making it look like
they were regular folks or poor folks instead of these people of recent nobility.]
Now let us move on to Susan Atkins.

The videos of Atkins are equally suspicious and absurd. I encourage you to watch her last words, in this video
from ABCnews. Ask yourself this: is it common procedure to roll lifers into prison of fices so that they can
recite the Lord's Prayer for ABCnews? Or does this maybe look a little bit like the continuation of a scripted
tragedy, the final act in a long-drawn-out and poorly written play? If that doesn't convince you, how about the
picture above, which is a glamor shot of Atkins. She looks to be at least 35. Problem is, she was supposed to be
in jail by the time she was 21. Do you think they do glamor shots for lifers? Look at her hands. They don't do
fingernail polish in prison, and fingernails are not allowed to be long, for obvious reasons. Nice wig, no? Do
you really think they do wigs in prison? Yes, I suppose to encourage prisoners to go incognito, so they can
escape. Which brings up the fact that Atkins, like Tex Watson (see below), worked in a wig shop around the
time she met Charlie.11 The CIA should have spread the jobs around better. Having Sebring set up both
Watson and Atkins in wig shops looks mighty suspicious after the fact. Especially now that we know Paul Tate
opened a hair salon in 1971.
The red flags in the long Susan Atkins saga are legion, but just remember that Joseph Ball worked with Atkins
after her arrest in 1969. Who is Joseph Ball? He was senior counsel on the Warren Commission, for one thing.
Why was he giving counsel to Atkins, and who was paying for it? [Well, remember the name Ball links us to
George Washington, who was a Ball.] Atkins also skated charges several times like Manson. Although she
pleaded guilty, her arrest for pot in 1968 led only to probation. Patricia Krenwinkel beat the same rap in
Mendocino. Looks like they were being saved for their roles. Like Tex Watson—who we will look at below—
and Leslie van Houten—who was a homecoming queen—Susan Atkins was a model highschool student, having

been the captain of her swim team and a singer in the church choir. That was only one year before she became
“Charlie's girl” and two years before she was supposed to turn into a witch, a torturer, and a multiple murderer.
She was not the sort to drop out of highschool to become a topless dancer, and she didn't. She was recruited to
play a part. Strange that we never hear from Atkins' highschool friends. They might tell you who she was
recruited by, and exactly under what circumstances.
For another red flag, I send you to minute 40:10 of this video. Atkins and her attorney are being interviewed by
reporters while still sitting at the courtroom table. She doesn't say much, but that isn't the point. She wouldn't
be allowed to be interviewed at all, but especially not in the courtroom. No judge would allow reporters into his
courtroom to interview an accused murderer. And no attorney would allow his client to talk to reporters in such
a situation. The whole thing is staged.
For more of this, I encourage you to watch her 1976 prison interview, which is at least as fishy as any Manson
interview. Watch it again knowing what you now know. Notice that in the beginning, she is just strolling
through the prison grounds with the reporter: no handcuffs, no guards, no prison uniform. She is wearing a skirt,
which is not provided or allowed in prison. She is wearing a large metal cruci fix, which is also not allowed,
since it could be used as a weapon. This is supposed to be a vicious killer, one who could rip your eyes out at
any moment. Also remember that level 1 prisoners like Atkins are only allowed contact with their attorneys,
clergy, and law enforcement. NOT reporters. Once they sit down, we can see she has long, painted fingernails,
a gold ring, and a gold watch. Again, none of that is allowed. She then repeats the goriest part of the story, even
adding new details. Why would she need to do that, unless she was being paid to do it? By 1976, we had
already heard the story millions of times, from her and every one else. Why interview her to get that again,
unless you wanted to be sure it was indelibly etched in everyone's minds? If she is hoping to get out on parole,
why would she keep repeating that she and Tex were there “to do the Devil's business” and things like that? She
seems more interested in keeping up the sensationalism than in bene fiting her parole. You will say that she is
stupid and/or crazy, but I think we now know that she is doing the interview on orders from above. Not orders
from Charlie, but orders from the CIA.
Remember, the Tate/Labianca murders were “solved” only through the big mouth of Atkins, who blabbed to a
cellmate in prison. According to testimony, Atkins was dancing and singing in the LA County Jail, refusing to
wear underwear, doing cartwheels, and performing general theatrics, although she had already been charged for
the murder of Gary Hinman. She wasn't acting crazy, since they send crazy people to the mental hospital. No,
she was acting protected. And simply acting. Her relationship with cellmate Virginia Graham is peculiar from
the first word, since Graham is said to have gotten her a job as a message runner in jail. We don't know why
they need message runners in jail, why they would use accused murderers to be runners, or why Graham was in
any position to recommend runners. It looks very much like Graham was planted to hear what Atkins was being
paid to say, since it was time to get the police on the right track. It was time to move the story to the next
chapter. [Also remember that Graham is another big name from the peerage. It may link us to Philip Graham of
the Washington Post as well.]
Another red flag is Atkins' husband James Whitehouse, 15 years younger than Atkins and a graduate of Harvard
Law School (like Obama). He was married to her for 22 years, from 1987 on. Whitehouse may have the
distinction of being the only guy in history to marry a female mass murderer in jail. If you check the websites
listing people who marry convicted murderers, you find all the others are women who marry men in jail, not the
reverse. And the women who marry male murderers are never law school graduates, as you might imagine.
This marriage makes no sense on any level. It is a strong pointer to the fact that Atkins was always no more than
an actor, and was never really in jail. For more evidence of this, I recommend you watch the tapes of the trials,
her own and Manson's. The things she said to the judge are pure theater, and have never been repeated before or
since in court, and never shall be. All the girls acted absolutely crazy at all times. This has been spun by
everyone to indicate they were crazy. Why did no one ask if they were acting? All the people murdered at the
Tate house were actors, so why not ask if all the people at the Spahn's Movie Ranch were also actors? They
give you the clue right in the title.
Here's another big clue everyone has missed, regarding Susan Atkins. On September 5, 1970, chief prosecutor
Aaron Stovitz was pulled off the Manson case by District Attorney Evelle Younger, for a remark he made to the
press. Stovitz was co-prosecutor with Bugliosi at the time. Younger claimed Stovitz had violated the “no
comment” policy, but since it was for a one-line “off-the-cuff” comment, no one could understand the
overreaction by Younger. The comment, in reference to Susan Atkins was, “She's better than Sarah Bernhardt.”
Of course, to get the joke, you have to know who Sarah Bernhardt was, and most people didn't. In Hollywood,
they knew who she was, since was considered at the time to be the greatest actress ever. And so you see how
this comment may have been seen as a little too revelatory by those running the show. The chief prosecutor was

admitting that Susan Atkins was an actor.

Before we get to Watson, let's take a quick look at Leslie Van Houten. There is video [minute 46:30] of Van
Houten talking about going from bad to good. It is 1982, long after her incarceration, but she is in some sort of
classroom. She is wearing a short skirt and a tank top, with bare arms and shoulders. A woman behind her is
wearing an orange sleeveless dress, sunglasses and a bandanna. There are at least two young guys sitting behind
her, both with longish hair. They are all sitting at school desks. Here's the question you should have: where are
these people supposed to be? It isn't prison. Van Houten was supposed to be in a California prison for women,
and they don't mix male and female prisoners. They don't mix them in classrooms, either. They don't allow
them to dress like they are on the beach, either. She also has long, sharp fingernails [minute 47:00]. Not
allowed. Two rings and a bracelet: not allowed. We are told by the narrator that she is at an Antioch College on
prison grounds. While I found no information on Antioch College at any California prisons, if Van Houten were
on prison grounds, there would be no men in the classroom. That is why they call it the California Institution for
Women. And at no time—in school or out of it—are prisoners allowed to wear shorts, short skirts, halter tops,
bandannas,or dresses.
The same analysis should be applied to Tex Watson. Like Atkins, Watson is supposed to be one of the most
vicious of the Family. But like Atkins, he too has CIA written all over him. He isn't in jail anywhere, except for
a few days every five years when they call him in for his part. He was a highschool honeyboy A student, straight
as an arrow, short hair and good looks. Besides being honor roll, he was the newspaper editor and a track star,
and a Methodist church group leader to boot. He then went to University of North Texas, where he was a
business major and fraternity man. He was there for three years, and did well (the CIA often recruits college
juniors). He did not have long hair in college, did not show any leftist tendencies (Texas fraternities were not
known for admitting hippies in 1966), and was not known to be “con flicted.” Mainstream sources also admit he
worked as a baggage handler for Braniff, which afforded him travel opportunities. Travel opportunities to
Langley, VA, perhaps? We are told in the mainstream that Watson used his travel miles to take girls to Dallas.
Whoops! He was already in or near Dallas. I don't think you need to burn travel miles to get from Denton to
Dallas. Maybe he was taking them to Mérida? Also, the CIA often places young recruits as baggage handlers,
since this is a great way to learn smuggling techniques while being useful in a low-risk job.
We are also told in the mainstream story that Watson had some combat training, and he is said to have trained
the Manson girls as well as having taken on all the dif ficult killings (of the men). Where would he have gotten
that training? In the
fraternity? Watson didn't need any combat training, since he was only used as an
actor, but if he had any combat training, I think we know where he got it.
When Watson took his first assignment and was sent to Los Angeles, he was installed in a wig shop. No one
ever analyzes that. Who would be capable of getting Watson a job working with wigs? Sebring, of course.
Sebring was either Watson's handler or enabler, and Atkins, too. It wasn't drugs or porn that linked them, it was
military intelligence. At the same time Watson was installed in the wig shop, he was also installed in Laurel
Canyon. The problem there is two-fold: one, Laurel Canyon, then as now, was a high-rent neighborhood. That's
why all the famous people were living there, of course. The Beach Boys and the Mamas and Papas and Doris
Day and Sebring and Polanski weren't going to be living in the slums in East LA. So how does a new wig man
—a poor hick with a drawl straight out of the Dallas suburbs—get set up immediately in Laurel Canyon? Two,
Laurel Canyon was the center of operations of Lookout Mountain Film Studios. Many of the people working

there were installed in the immediate neighborhood, for convenience, so many of those houses were CIA houses.
Do you think it was just another coincidence that Watson was installed there? Do you really think he met the
various other operatives while hitchhiking, as we are told? No, he met them by appointment.
Perhaps the most ridiculous story is that Watson picked up Dennis Wilson while Wilson was hitchhiking. You
may have thought it was the other way around. No, the story always told was that Wilson, a millionaire Beach
Boy, was hitchhiking. Not that his car had broken down or anything like that, but that he was hitchhiking. How
many multi-millionaires who own Ferraris and Jaguars do you know that go out hitchhiking for fun? Do you
think Jay Leno goes out hitchhiking in the hills of LA now? How about Eddie Murphy? Justin Timberlake?
How little respect must they have had for their audience to tell a story like that, expecting anyone to believe it.
When Watson was first arrested, two high-pro file attorneys leapt to his aid, much as Shibley had leapt to
Manson's aid in 1966. David Deloach and Perry Walshin took his case pro bono, although Deloach was known
at the time as a GOP bigwig. Why was a bigwig GOP attorney so interested in “the hippie” Watson? Even
stranger, Deloach said that he had already had 40 consultations with Watson before his arrest. What? Deloach
sounds more like a CIA handler than an attorney.
Perhaps the most obvious clue to the fake status of Tex Watson is his fathering of four children in prison, during
conjugal visits. Conjugal visits weren't allowed for prisoners like Watson (or Atkins), even in the few states that
allowed such visits for lesser prisoners. We are told these visits for lifers were banned in 1996 in California, but
that is a cover story. Some rules changed in 1996, but violent murderers/torturers like Watson were never
allowed conjugal visits. Watson wasn't just a lifer, he was a multiple pre-meditated murderer with torture, which
is why he initially got the death penalty. Over 10% of inmates in California State Prisons are lifers, and many of
them are 3-strikers who did nothing worse than flash a knife during a robbery. The change in 1996 applied to
them, not to Watson. There are currently hundreds of people on death row in California, and the only reason
Watson isn't there with them is that he “lucked out” and fell into the gap between 1972 and 1978, when those on
death row were transfered to life (due to a Supreme Court decision on the death penalty). But as a matter of
rules, the same rules apply to Watson that apply to those on death row, since his crime is the same. The rules are
based on the severity of your crime, not on your term. If you are on death row, you get no conjugal visits. If
you are a murderer/torturer, you get no conjugal visits, for obvious reasons. If you enjoy murdering for sport, as
Watson is said to have done, then you aren't going to be set up with a new victim by the prison system. The
wife's family would sue for millions, and the prisons know that.
Ask yourself this: if top-level inmates like Watson were allowed conjugal visits before 1996, why didn't Manson
get himself a wife back in the early 70s? According to the mainstream story promoted by Helter Skelter and
most other places, Charlie is and was hypersexual. He is supposed to have slept with hundreds or thousands of
young girls. He is also supposed to be a magnet for impressionable young women to this day. And yet we
never hear about wives or conjugal visits for Manson. Why do we hear about them with Watson? Simply
because with Watson there are known children they have to account for in some way. So they tell you these
children came from conjugal visits, even though that is impossible. 13
All the high-pro file parole hearings would be easy to fake as well. As we have seen, Pam Turner and Debra Tate
and Doris Tate and Patti/Sharon Tate and Anthony DiMaria and the rest of the speakers are already insiders.
Some have been acting these roles since 1968, either under threat from the CIA or just because it is a thrill. The
entire story about Debra Tate being offended by the conjugal visits of Tex Watson is just more theater. The
screenwriters finally realized they had a hole they needed to fill, so they created this new saga in order to tell you
that the hole had been filled: no more conjugal visits for Tex Watson. So I guess if Tex has any more kids he
better learn to hide them better. He can now claim they are grandkids.
Nor is it just the Manson people that have been sold to you as fake prisoners. As just one example outside the
family, we can look at Christopher Gibson, Barry Mills, and Tyler Bingham, supposedly leaders of the Aryan
Brotherhood:

Three prison photos, all of them in disallowed props. You don't get to wear your hair or beard like that, and they
don't take photos with sunglasses on. Here's a question for you: is that three different guys, or one guy at
different ages? Why do all three have the same shaped head, bulbous-ended nose, and very similar ears? The
second and third guys are obviously the same. They have just manipulated the ears a little bit. With the second
guy, they have reversed the right ear and pasted it over the left ear. With the third guy, they have done the
opposite: reversed the left ear and pasted it over the right. The first guy is again the same person, but without
glasses and squinting. Even the glasses are the same. They just painted in the lenses in one photo. Look where
the bright spots are on the frames (by the nose and on the left cheek)!

There he is a fourth time, this time as Steven Hicklin. They put him in muted light, but it is the same pointy
head, same eyebrows, and same square chin. For some reason they like to manipulate the ears, as if that changes
everything.
Actually, the Aryan Brotherhood are not completely separate from the Manson family, since they were initially
linked back in the 1970s. That's why Manson wore the swastika, among other reasons (we are told). But it no
longer matters, since we can now see that both Manson and the Aryan Brotherhood are just creations of military
intelligence or some other agency of the State. They are both parts of a bigger story being told to create fear,
manufacture con flict, and control the wider population.
After all this, we can see that the Tate event is just the longest-running feature film of Lookout Mountain
Propaganda Film Studios—sort of like Michael Apted's 7-Up series, but with the Manson Family instead of
British children. Like Operation Gladio, it was directed and funded by military intelligence, with Paul Tate as
captain and Jay Sebring as lieutenant. Tate was able to use what he had learned in Italy, importing it to the
streets of Los Angeles, including his uncanny ability to pass for a bearded leftist. He then used his own daughter
as cover, relying on the fact that no one would think he had agreed to her death, as well as on the fact that no one
would figure out it was all faked. It worked for 43 years, and would have continued to work if they hadn't left
the original crime scene photos in plain sight. For 43 years these photos had acted as their own defense and their
own spin: no one wanted to study them closely, and those that did were death groupies who wanted them to be
real. The evidence could therefore be hidden in plain sight. However, as you have just seen, the maze of

contradictory and planted evidence can be successfully navigated, provided you have the ability to pull together
the important facts, and the intelligence to collate them properly. The most important talent in this navigation is
seeing red flags when you read them. I have done almost no original research here; I have only highlighted and
circled things that others have seen and passed by. I then linked these red flags into a story. That was not so
dif ficult: once the red flags are found, the story almost tells itself. The four tallest red flags pretty much prove
the story alone, with little help from me. Once we see that Sharon is alive in that photo, that Paul Tate is a
military intelligence colonel in hippie disguise, that Lookout Mountain Film Lab is in the background of Cielo
Drive photos, and that Sharon has since been posing as her sister, all the rest falls into place. And once we see
the method in this false flag, we can export what we know to other cases. That is what I will do in upcoming
cases—some of them even more striking and controversial than this one.
*Sharon Tate, Murdered Innocence, Part 1. Onscreen quote by Jay in minute 2:00 of the film.
**The second one was still at findadeath.com as of January 28, 2013.
†Various sources tell us Tate was either a colonel or lieutenant colonel. Since we have caught all sources lying, Tate
could have been a private or a 4-star general for all we know. We are relying on military intelligence for any
information, and they are not required to be truthful to the public regarding anything. Since we know he started out in
the navy, he should have naval rank anyway. If he was ONI, he should have been a captain. Naval intelligence is the
ranking intelligence in the military, subordinate only to DIA. Since we will find DIA links with Charlene Cafritz, best
guess is DIA was in control of this operation, rather than CIA. Following that lead, we would put Paul Tate as a naval
intelligence captain and Sebring as a lieutenant or commander.
‡ In a curious link between Sharon Tate and the Matrix, we find that in Valley of the Dolls, “she took the blue pills.”
Years later, the writers of The Matrix would use the blue pill to signify a completely manufactured reality.
☼
Polanski's entire bio before age 21 appears to be faked, including his birth date. The date 8/18/33 is a spook date,
and indicates it was chosen for numerological reasons. Even the year is suspect, for that reason. See Kiernan's
extended bio of 1980, which reads like poor fiction and makes no sense from page to page. Given Polanski's stated
credentials, he could never have been admitted to the Director's Classes at the Film School at Lodz at age 21. He was
clearly from a rich and connected family, and was probably recruited by Polish Intelligence at an early age. As for his
parents being sent to concentration camps, I for one no longer believe it.
☺Phillips' father was a Marine and John grew up in Alexandria, VA, near Langley. Although Tim Dowling at
Geneanet scrubs these Phillips very thoroughly, it is clear they are the Phillips of the peerage, related to the Dutch
Philips. John's first wife Suzy was a Stuart, and she was descended through the Galloways from Benjamin Chew,
who we later saw in my paper on Mussolini. Chew was Jewish and a close friend of George Washington. Suzy was
also a MacKenzie and an Adams, linking her to the Presidents. John's daughter MacKenzie married a Levenson.
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Unless otherwise noted, all quotes and other facts were taken from the Wikipedia page on the given subject, so I
consider them common knowledge. In other cases I provide weblinks rather than footnotes, which are more useful in
a web investigation like this.
2 The Family, Ed Sanders. 1971. First edition.
3 At first I thought maybe Polanski wasn't in on it. The whole thing could have been pulled by Paul Tate and Jay
Sebring, who both had military/CIA connections. I assume Sharon was initially a willing accomplice, but she may
have been strong-armed by her father and Sebring. But I now see Polanski was also Intel, like the rest. His marriage
to Tate was probably faked, as part of the run-up to the event. One thing that points to this is that Sebring continued
to wear Sharon's highschool ring around his neck even after she “married” Polanski. So the baby is probably
Sebring's. As for the rape charges, those too now look to me like another staged event. I say that because the main
player on the side of law enforcement was Philip Vannatter, who later was also the lead investigator for the fake O.J.
Simpson event. So Vannatter was some sort of Intelligence plant in the LAPD. I don't know the purpose of the
Polanski event, but I suspect it indicates a split in Intel. Polanski had pissed off some cadre of US Intel, either in the
Tate event or afterwards, and they were out to get him. He escaped only under the protection of International Intel,
which was able to whisk him away.
4 Sanders, op. cit. p. 65.
Sanders' book is often quoted by conspiracy theorists, but it was actually written as an
alternative propaganda source. Although it reveals some things Bugliosi's book doesn't, it sells the central story with
almost as much gusto. Unfortunately, Sanders' was a bit sloppy, revealing too much, and this line of propaganda was
quickly discontinued. The book was revised and extended (and censored) almost immediately, to better do its job of
disinformation. The best thing you can do is get a first edition and search for the things left out of later editions.
Those censored things would be the only truth in a book that is mostly fiction.
5 Ibid, p. 37.
6 http://www.american-buddha.com/music.covertwarrock3.htm see footnote 9.

For those who believe the music industry is also controlled by the CIA, it is interesting to note that Jerry Garcia also
died on August 9 at age 53. Of course he was said to be cremated.
8 Sanders, op. cit., p. 121. Sanders tells us Melcher allowed the Family to use his Jaguar and Standard Oil credit card.
So Melcher, like Abigail Folger, appears to be a bankroller of the Tate movie, probably just channeling money given
to him by the CIA. This also gives us another contradiction in the standard story: if the Family were in the habit of
borrowing Melcher's Jaguar, they knew where he lived. They knew he didn't live at 10050 Cielo. On another page, p.
191, we find that Melcher and Jakobson visited Spahn Ranch several times. Sanders even gives us a date: June 3,
1969. We know they were there because the police were also “on the set,” investigating a Manson rape. Mike Deasy
was also there with a mobile recording studio. Jakobson was taking pictures of nude hippie girls for the cover of an
album. Sanders then tells us Manson “put out a contract” on Melcher, but we have no corroboration of that, except
from the contractor. We do have corroboration of the rest.
9 Ibid, p. 136.
10 Some will no doubt complain that I don't reference Bugliosi's book once in this entire paper. That is with full intent.
I want to be the first researcher in history to completely ignore that entire book. The reason I was able to make quick
progress is precisely because I refused to be sidetracked by the 689 pages of misdirection there.
11 Atkins' 1985 Parole Hearing Transcript, p. 70.
12 Sanders, op. cit., p. 185. We have visual confirmation of this arrest of Watson, since there is a famous mugshot and
fingerprinting.
13 Also see Ted Bundy, who miraculously fathered a child while in prison, despite having no conjugal visits.
14 Sanders, op. cit., p. 302.
15 Ibid, p. 306.
16 Ibid, p. 306.
17 Ibid, p. 345.
18 I will give you the clue in another similar event: the Chicago 7 trial was the same sort of smear campaign. Abbie
Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, Bobby Seale and the rest were no more than planted actors, calling for violence and shouting at
the fake judge to give anti-war protesters a bad name. The whole thing was a scripted play, just like the Manson
trials, and it very successfully smeared the peace movement, the hippies, and other groups. See Skolnick's analysis,
which is not as easy to read as my stuff, but still heavy on facts. Skolnick's writings are hit and miss, since he is
obviously an insider for some arm of Intel. When he is writing against an enemy—like the Rockefeller arm—his info
is very useful and mostly true. But look out, when he is trying to whitewash his own people—like Kennedy—he is a
webspinner. His analysis of the Chicago 7 is mostly true.
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Page 173. Martin Lee and Bruce Shlain, 1986. Grove Press.
20 Nixon's aide John Ehrlichman later in admitted in 1994 that the War on Drugs in the late 1960s wasn't about drugs
at all. It was a war against hippies and blacks. See Harper's, April 2016. What Ehrlichman doesn't tell you is that the
war was waged not at the behest of Nixon, but at the behest of the CIA, under orders from the Octopus—the eight
wealthiest families.
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